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Summary:
This paper is a practical presentation of a network security architecture as
required for GCFW Certification by the SANS GIACTC.
Audience:
The intended audience is network and security administrators who are responsible for firewall
implementation and administration, as well as the general security community who may be able to gain
some knowledge from (or offer criticism toward) this paper.
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Preface:
This project is one of this writer’s many steps towards developing a useful Information Security
skill set that will hopefully, one day, help this author provide some meaningful contribution to the
security community. The credits for this writer’s budding interest are belong to many other works
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other people,
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wrote the
inspirational
words in the
nd
inner leaf of my copy of Network Intrusion Detection (2 Ed) “....security is a journey and not a
destination. We need you to make the contributions to the community......”.
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Indeed, this author has found the field to be compelling and the tasks daunting. Were it not for the
highly open and cooperative efforts of SANS, and the support of the large number of extraordinarily clever
people in the security community, this writer would be ready to ‘throw in the towel’. When one
considers the premise that security is a process and not a state, it is easy to feel overwhelmed by an
ever moving target. It is this writer’s hope to develop the perspective, skill, and experience that is so
necessary to stay one step ahead of the attacking community.
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For now, I am merely a novice. Thank you SANS and the GIAC for planting the seed.
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This paper consists of four requisite parts:
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1) A design of a secure network for a fictitious business (GIAC Enterprises) that performs online sales
and distribution to customers of a product (fortune cookie sayings), while also performing online
business with suppliers, and partners. Additionally, this network architecture also includes proposed
connectivity and access elements that will support another recently acquired enterprise.
2) An explanation and tutorial of the elements and configuration that enforce the security policy for this
organization.
3) A planned, executed, and analyzed vulnerability assessment of the main firewall and perimeter
security for the organization.
4) A three-phased attack upon another GIACTC GCFW practical consisting of:
a. An attack against the firewall of the network described in that practical.
b. A DoS (Denial of Service) attack against that network from 50 medium-to-high speed sites
(Broadband or xDSL)
c. A plan for an attack upon a host within that network, based upon researched vulnerabilities in
that network’s perimeter security systems.
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SECTION 1-GIAC ENTERPRISES NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

the Internet from inside the network for such routine activities as:
Conventional web-browsing (HTTP – Outbound)
Conventional electronic mail transfer (SMTP – Outbound)
Conventional electronic mail delivery (SMTP – Inbound)
Conventional Domain Name Service resolution to support a., b., and c. (DNS – Outbound)
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1) Access
a.
b.
c.
d.
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This network architecture has been developed to support the business plan of GIAC Enterprises, a small
Internet/E-Commerce start-up whose sole purpose in life is to make over $200 Million per year in revenue from
online sales of fortune cookie sayings.
Functionally, this network is designed to provide GIAC Enterprises with secure facilities from which to:

2) Host public web services for the advertisement and marketing of GIAC Enterprises products. At a

or

a. Conventional web hosting (HTTP – Inbound)
b. Basic DNS service to support a. (DNS – Inbound)
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3) Host enhanced web services for the sales and delivery of GIAC Enterprises products. At a minimum,
services must include:
a. Capability to perform secure web transactions (HTTPS/SSL)
b. Capability to securely deliver/transfer products to the customer (HTTP/HTTPS/SSL)
c. Capability to securely accept electronic-format products from suppliers (HTTP/HTTPS/SSL)
d. Capability to securely process financial transactions between GIAC Enterprises and its
customers (HTTPS/SSL or similar)
e. Capability to securely process financial transactions between GIAC Enterprises and its
suppliers (HTTPS/SSL or similar)
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4) Provide secure remote access (VPN services) to and from:
a. Partners who perform value-added services
b. Staff who work off-site (including sales staff/’road warriors’)
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5) Provide initial facilities for basic but secure network extensions to a recently acquired company, with
provisions for long-term, dedicated-bandwidth connectivity.
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This requirements list provides a foundation upon which to build a secure network for GIAC Enterprises. However,
the service requirements also imply a potentially complex design. Complexity is not necessarily desirable, as has
been stated in Murphy’s Laws On Combat #26: “If it’s too tough for the enemy to get in, you can’t get out”.
Obviously, this doesn’t quite hold true in the area of Network Security, but too many hurdles can render a network
too cumbersome to use productively. Good network security requires a balance between security and usability.
Simultaneously, however, it requires a thorough understanding of the threats and vulnerabilities, and an
awareness of any known deficiencies in the architecture, in order that alternative defense measures may be taken
in the event of a compromise. Assume the enemy is smarter than you, but set yourself up so that you can watch
his activities.
The following items have been considered while developing this design:
1) Simple is better
a. It is easier to manage
b. It is easier to troubleshoot
Key fingerprint
= AF19
FA27 2F94
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c. It is easier
to recover
from 998D
a disaster
d. It is easier to secure
2) Defense-In-Depth / Layered Security
a. Access Control at multiple points
John A. McReynolds
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Better isolation of business functions
Reduced vulnerability of ‘crown jewels’

3) Scalability
a. Networks grow as businesses grow
b. Enhancements can be modular
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4) Simplicity of Management
a. Good graphical interfaces are easier to maintain and require less training
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5) Other Defensive Measures
a. Intrusion Detection Systems
b. Secure, Centralized, Fault-Tolerant Accounting and Logging
6) Cost
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budget of $20,000, including annual support contracts.
Judicious use of moderate cost elements, which can later be reused in other areas of the
network as the network expands and cash becomes available for higher performance (higher
cost) equipment.
Where applicable and easy to support, open source tools can and should be used.
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A main firewall unit running Checkpoint Firewall-1 (v.4.1/SP3) on top of a Sun Ultra-5
platform (Solaris 7/SunOS 5.7) with external, internal and service network interfaces. This
platform was selected for:
i. Ease of configuration-The Firewall-1 user interface is tops in its class.
ii. Extensibility – The Firewall-1 architecture readily supports centralized management
of multiple firewalls, allowing consistent policy deployment. Additionally, management
of firewall modules can be performed on a platform separate from the firewall itself.
Key fingerprintiii.
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4E46 user
Scalability
Licenses
canFDB5
be purchased
in support
50-to-unlimited
increments.
iv. Reliability – Support for multiple units in a redundant, high-availability configuration,
as funding becomes available for expansion. Again availability is a consideration.
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In view of the above considerations, the following architecture has been developed:
1) A main perimeter structure consisting of:
a. A Cisco 3620 border/screening router running IOS v.12.0 (32 MB RAM)
This unit was selected for the following reasons (not necessarily in order of precedence):
i. Cisco IOS supports a very rich set of Access Control Lists (ACL’s), both conventional
and reflexive.
ii. This hardware platform supports a broad selection of interfaces, allowing for
expansion to DS-3 capacity serial interfaces and 100 Mb Ethernet interfaces. Initially,
the selected interfaces consist of a T-1 interface for the external link and a 10
Mb/s Ethernet internal interface.
iii. When the time comes to establish a multi-homed posture for network reliability, this
platform provides a solid platform from which to run BGP-4.
Remember-One of the 3 elements of security is availability.
iv. The relatively high CPU power and memory capacity support large sets of ACL’s,
with a minimal impact upon performance.
v. IOS v.12.0 also provides support for simple Virtual Private Network (VPN) and
Network Address Translation (NAT) services, although they are not used in the
current implementation.
vi. The fundamentals of Cisco IOS configuration are well known, thus subsequent
administrators are likely to have some fundamental skill in this area. This is important
from a management standpoint.
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v. Good cost/performance ratio - Sun Ultra-5 hardware is comparatively inexpensive,
and can be reused when higher performance platforms become appropriate.
vi. In light of the above criteria, however, the selection was made with the caveats
presented in the excellent paper about the Firewall-1 state table by Lance Spitzner
(http://www.enteract.com/~lspitz), and testing provisions have been made
accordingly, as detailed in Section 3- Assessment and Audit.
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2) An internal screened network to provide additional layers of security (Defense in Depth) and
isolation of business functions. This consists of the following architecture:
a. A secondary firewall to provide an additional level of security between the main perimeter and
main user network, while providing an additional subnet for more carefully controlled
business application machines and product management machines. Again, an
UltraSPARC/Solaris-based Checkpoint Firewall-1 was selected for the following reasons (in
addition to those listed for the main firewall itself):
i. A native User/Client/Application authentication gateway provides additional access
Key fingerprint = AF19
FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
control
ii. Additional internal interfaces on this firewall provide support for a well segmented
business applications network, thus providing comprehensive access control based
upon ‘need to know’.
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3) Virtual Private Network facilities for partner and remote user access. This consists of:
a. Nortel Contivity 1510 Extranet Access Switch. Deployed in a double-armed manner (one
interface supports external encrypted and the other, internal, ‘en clar’ traffic), this unit was
selected for the following reasons:
i. Ease of management-The Contivity user interface is, like the Firewall-1 interface,
tops in its class. Client software is also easy to manage. Additionally, the unit’s native
backup and recovery facilities provide for quick and simple restoration in the event of
a failure.
ii. Performance-The basic 1510 unit supports 100 concurrent IPSec connections, and
supports 25-50 connections with almost no detectable latency. The VPN function
should never be performed on the firewall itself, as this function creates a significant
performance degradation, and also creates a single point of failure.
iii. Flexibility – The unit is supported by an internal or external LDAP database, and has
complete support for IPSec, L2TP, and PPTP protocols, while supporting highly
configurable security profiles for groups and users. Clients can be standalone remote
workstations or branch offices. Reconfiguration is quite simple, should the appliance
need to be relocated on-the-fly.
iv. Security – The unit supports its own ACL structure, which is, by default, a ‘deny any’
set of lists. An extensive set of logging and reporting facilities (including support for a
remote syslog server) is another highly desirable feature.
(Author’s note: I do not work for Nortel – This product is simply one of the most easily managed
units that I have worked with over several years. The only limitation is lack of support for multiprocessor clients.)
4) Due to the recent acquisition of another small E-commerce startup, plans have been made to install a
private, 256Kbps Frame-Relay link to the acquired company’s network. Until the installation of this
link is complete, VPN services are being utilized from that company to GIAC Enterprises. Currently,
users from that network are authorized to gain VPN access using a profile for Business users, as
described later in the VPN configuration section. Once the Frame-Relay circuit has been established,
this too will be encrypted, due to potential vulnerabilities of some Frame-Relay switches. The
dedicated circuit is intended to relieve the primary network T-1 Internet circuit of any unnecessary
load, thus allowing it to be better utilized for customer traffic.
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SECTION 2-GIAC ENTERPRISES SECURITY RULESETS
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Due to the complexity of the GIAC network, a comprehensive rule set has been defined to support the GIAC
Security Policy (The actual policy document is not included here, but rule sets are based upon the connectivity
requirements outlined in Section 1). The fundamentals include protecting against the ‘SANS Top Ten’ vulnerability
list, (references may be found at the end of this paper) but also some additional items referenced in Hacking
Exposed, 2nd Edition by Joel Scambray, et al., and some fundamentals that are part of the GIAC/GCFW
Curriculum.
Although not detailed in this paper due to its scope, the following items are covered as part of the site’s security
procedures (detailed in the site’s security policy document)
1) Operating systems on all core systems must be ‘hardened’ (NT registry auditing and UNIX/NT service
disablement, etc.)
2) Use SSH for all management, where applicable
3) Use and enforce strong passwords
4) Perform frequent backups and initial system snapshots
Key
fingerprint
= AF19
FA27
2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
5) Perform
regular
system
log audits
6) Perform system file integrity tracking via Tripwire or other file integrity checker
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Border router core security policy enforcement with ACL’s
The fundamentals of Cisco IOS Access Control Lists (ACL’s) are well documented in various texts, and
these are implemented in this network design. The ACL’s used here are mostly Extended Access Lists,
which in IOS are referenced by identifier numbers 100-199, and 2000-2699. The Extended ACL’s provide
packet filtering based upon source and destination address and port, either specifically or by range, and
also support filtering by protocol (TCP, UDP, ICMP, and other specified IP protocols such as AH and
ESP, protocols 51 and 50, respectively). However, being primarily ’stateless’, they cannot intelligently
filter based upon information gained from all elements of a connection. In some implementations,
‘reflexive’ ACL’s can be used to gain some information about the state of a connection and allow
appropriate returning packets to pass. This design does not utilize those features, for performance
reasons (reflexive ACL’s require some additional CPU processing and memory overhead). Instead, the
primary firewall (FW-1) performs stateful inspection of packets that have been allowed through the
screening router.
Additionally, IOS Standard Access Lists (ACL numbers 1-99 and 1300-1999) are included, to provide
security for the remote management console of the router.
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There are two caveats to the use of Cisco IOS ACL’s:
1) They cannot intelligently process fragments. They may screen initial fragments that contain
the IP and subsequent protocol headers, but subsequent fragments identified only by
fragment ID can pass unchecked. This could (and often does) present a security hazard. The
stateful firewall, however, does perform fragment checking prior to passing them on to the
destination host. This is shown in Section 3, Assessment and Audit
2) In IOS v11.2, Extended Access List number 199 DOES NOT FILTER TRAFFIC. This is a
known bug with Cisco ACL’s and has been reportedly fixed in v12.0 and later (this author
discovered and reported that issue to Cisco, who heretofore had been blissfully unaware of
the problem). However, as a conservative precaution, Extended ACL 199 is not used in this
project (nor in any operational network under this author’s administration).
Beyond the subject of Cisco ACL’s lie some of the other top issues related to the protection of a network
behind routers:
1) Packets destined for any IP broadcast address should be denied, whether it be the common
class-C broadcast address of ‘x.y.z.255’, or the common BSD-UNIX/Nortel-Bay networks
default broadcast address of ‘x.y.z.0’. In a subnetted environment, the all-ones host address
within a subnet comprises the broadcast address for that subnet (i.e. in subnet 208.190.65.64
with a mask of 255.255.255.224, the broadcast address is 208.190.65.95). The reasoning
behind this is related to the ‘Smurf’ type of Denial of Service attack, where a packet with a
forged source address of a target is sent to an ‘amplifying’ network’s broadcast address. By
the rules according to IP, all hosts on that subnet should reply to that packet. Done enough
times toward enough ‘amplifying’ networks, just a few forged packets could bring a ‘victim
network’ to its knees under a flood of replies from the intermediate networks, who’s hosts are
merely doing what they’ve been programmed to do. Therefore, in ALL CISCO SCREENING
ROUTER DEPLOYMENTS, any configuration MUST include the command on all interfaces:
no ip directed broadcast

©

2) Cisco ACL’s, while filtering packets in a desirable fashion, will also politely tell the offending
host that their packets were blocked using the ICMP message ‘Port Unreachable’
(Type 3/Code 3), ‘Host Unreachable’ (Type 3/Code 1), or even more politely, ‘Administratively
Prohibited’ (ICMP Type 3/Code 13). Usually, it is not desirable to explain this to an attacker,
who can then infer that we are using ACL’s to control traffic.
Therefore, in ALL CISCO SCREENING ROUTER DEPLOYMENTS, any configuration MUST
include the command
no ip unreachables

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
3)

IP Source routing must be prevented. The ramifications of allowing source-routed packets
into a network are many, foremost of which is the ability of a malicious source to cause the
victim routers and hosts to send packets where they were not intended, thus setting up the
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possibility of a routing ‘black-hole’ or worse, a man-in-the-middle attack. Therefore, in ALL
CISCO DEPLOYMENTS, any configuration MUST include the command
no ip source route

ip tcp small services
ip udp small services
service finger
ip http
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4) Any services offered by the Cisco router (including echo, chargen, and finger) could be
exploited and should be dropped. . Therefore, in ALL CISCO DEPLOYMENTS, any
configuration MUST include the commands

5) By default, Cisco’s IOS does not protect all passwords used for access to the router.
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Therefore, in ALL CISCO DEPLOYMENTS, any configuration MUST include the command:
service password-encryption
This command will provide a modest measure of encryption for system passwords
by using a simple algorithm. HOWEVER, if the router’s configuration file were
compromised, passwords using this encryption scheme could be easily cracked. In
this instance, some protection is better than none at all.
Additionally, Cisco IOS provides two methods of defining the higher-privileged
‘enable’ password: One using no base encryption (enable <password-string>),
the other using an encryption algorithm (enable secret <password-string>).
ONLY THE LATTER METHOD SHOULD BE USED IN LIVE DEPLOYMENTS.
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6) As is the case in most all SNMP managed network equipment, default community strings
often come preset from the factory. Usually, the default Read-Only Community name is
“public”, and the default Read-Write Community name is “private”. It is always good practice
to change these to some other name, in order that unauthorized management via SNMP will
be less likely to occur. Therefore, in ALL CISCO DEPLOYMENTS, any configuration MUST
include the commands:
snmp-server community <new-community-string1> ro ! Read-Only
snmp-server community <new-community-string2> rw ! Read-Only
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Additionally, Cisco supports the use of ACL’s to specify which hosts are authorized to
manage the device. This is also good practice.
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The ACL segments detailed below provide protection based upon the “SANS Top Ten”.
An important note pertains to the requirement that ‘returns’ from connections initiated internally be allowed
through. There are 3 ways to do this:
A) Allow all TCP and UDP ports with destination ports greater than 1023 bound for the
internal network through.
B) Allow all UDP packets destined for ports greater than 1023 and “Established”
(established) TCP connections through. (This method was selected with careful
thought and a keen awareness of the ramifications. The details are explained below)
This method allows all UDP packets with destination ports greater than 1023
And TCP packets with the ‘ACK’ bit set to pass through.
Key fingerprintC)
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“Reflexively” determine which connections are returns, and allow those based upon
the simple state table that Cisco supports with the ‘reflect’ option to an extended
ACL. This method is described extraordinarily well in Scott Winter’s GCFW practical
(links to his practical may be found at the end of this paper). However, this method
does consume additional CPU power, and GIAC Enterprises intends to later deploy a
John A. McReynolds
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multihomed BGP-4 implementation for availability. Because BGP-4 also consumes a
large amount of router resources, this option was ruled out. Further, for some, the
principle of ‘Let the router do the routing’, precludes the extensive use of reflexive
ACL’s in some configurations.
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The protocol-specific issues related to the use of FTP from an internally initiated
connection need to be considered here as well. To be specific, when FTP is used in
its traditional mode, 2 complete connections are established:
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- The client initiated connection outbound to the server is from
TCP >1023 to TCP 21. Subsequent packets from the server have the
ACK bit set, and are passed by the (established) option.
- The server then initiates a connection to the client from
TCP 20 to TCP >1023.
this instance, the (established)or ‘reflect’ options can’t help
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 In
2F94
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us, as the second connection begins with a SYN from TCP port 20 of the
server to a random ‘ephemeral’ port on the client. Thus all TCP ports >
1023 must be allowed through for this to be supported. The use of FTP
PASV mode alleviates this problem by means of the server allowing the
client to initiate the second connection as well, but there is no guarantee
that all FTP connections will be set up as such. Documented policy could
dictate that only PASV connections be used, but does not, in this case.
Therefore, with this issue considered, the option selected was number 2
in the list above, whereby all ports above 1023 are allowed for UDP, and
source-port 20 is allowed from outside hosts only to the 2 internal NAT
addresses reserved for the two internal user networks. Careful blocking
of other specific ephemeral ports (>1023) is performed in the access lists
below to protect against attacks on services that reside in that range i.e.
UNIX NFS, etc.), and then the ACL option ‘established’ is used to
cover the remaining TCP connections. Finally, the stateful firewall is left
to perform the work of sorting which connections belong to whom.
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The actual ACL’s are shown here, and in Section 3, Assessment and Audit, testing recommendations and
traffic/log samples are provided to support them.
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1) Router Control/Console Access
Access to the router’s management port (telnet virtual terminal) must be restricted to only those hosts
that are authorized by the site security manager. The standard ACL segment below describes this,
and how it is applied from the configuration prompt config#:

SA

access-list 97 permit xxx.yyy.zzz.68
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line vty 0 4
access-class 97 in
2) Ingress Filtering
Initial screening of traffic takes place with the use of these extended ACL’s. The final ACL defined
below is applied to the external serial interface from the configuration prompt config# using the
command
interface
Serial0/0
Key fingerprint
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ip access-group 197 in

a.

Prevent External Spoofing of Local Addresses and send to the log:
access-list 197 deny

ip xxx.yyy.zzz.0 0.0.0.255 any log

John A. McReynolds
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b. Private addresses (RFC-1918) – These should NEVER be seen as source addresses on the
Internet)
deny
deny
deny
deny
deny
deny

ip
ip
ip
ip
ip
ip

host 0.0.0.0 any log
10.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
127.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 any log
172.16.0.0 0.15.255.255 any log
192.168.0.0 0.0.255.255 any log
224.0.0.0 31.255.255.255 any log

Deny ANY attempts to connect to any TCP or UDP port on our screening router,
and log them:
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197
197
197
197
197
197
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access-list
access-list
access-list
access-list
access-list
access-list

access-list 197 deny

tcp any host xxx.yyy.zzz.3 log

access-list 197 deny
access-list 197 deny

tcp any host 63.239.32.29 log
udp any host 63.239.32.29 log

or

PERMITS
These rules allow access from the Internet TO our web, email, and DNS servers, and the last
three rules control IPSec and key exchange packets to our VPN device. Note that the VPN
connections are logged, and TCP port 53 is not included-There are too many exploits of
common BIND/NAMED implementations using TCP port 53. Because this site does not need
to perform DNS zone transfers beyond its borders and because most (if not all) host lookups
are not likely return records larger than 512 bytes, TCP port 53 can be blocked with little or
no ill effect.
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tcp
tcp
tcp
tcp
tcp
tcp
udp
udp
udp
esp
ahp
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00

permit
permit
permit
permit
permit
permit
permit
permit
permit
permit
permit

te

197
197
197
197
197
197
197
197
197
197
197
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access-list
access-list
access-list
access-list
access-list
access-list
access-list
access-list
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access-list
access-list
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Key fingerprint
= AF19 FA27
FDB5
06E4 A169 log
4E46
access-list
1972F94
deny998D
udp
anyDE3D
host F8B5
xxx.yyy.zzz.3

any
any
any
any
any
any
any
any
any
any
any

host
host
host
host
host
host
host
host
host
host
host

xxx.yyy.zzz.200
xxx.yyy.zzz.200
xxx.yyy.zzz.230
xxx.yyy.zzz.230
xxx.yyy.zzz.222
xxx.yyy.zzz.232
xxx.yyy.zzz.199
xxx.yyy.zzz.229
xxx.yyy.zzz.193
xxx.yyy.zzz.193
xxx.yyy.zzz.193

eq www
eq 443 !(HTTPS)
eq www
eq 443 !(HTTPS)
eq smtp
eq smtp
eq domain
eq domain
eq isakmp log
log
log

SA

NS

Because of the decision to allow ephemeral ports (TCP/UDP > 1023) through, extremely careful
filtering of vulnerable services must be performed. These are detailed below:

©

e. Although the final rule in this access list provides protection against many attempts to
connect to ports below 1024, these rules provide protection against SNMP exploits and the
UNIX ‘r’ services such as rlogin. This group also helps to clean up connections attempts to
NetBIOS services that would otherwise clutter up the log in the Firewall.
access-list 197 deny
tcp any any eq sunrpc log
access-list 197 deny
udp any any eq sunrpc log
access-list 197 deny
tcp any any range 135 139
Key fingerprint
access-list
= AF19 FA27
1972F94
deny998D
udp
FDB5
anyDE3D
any range
F8B5 06E4
135 netbios-ss
A169 4E46
access-list 197 deny
tcp any any eq 445 log !NetBIOS under Win2000
access-list 197 deny
udp any any eq 445 log !NetBIOS under Win2000
access-list 197 deny
tcp any any eq finger log
access-list 197 deny
udp any any range 161 162 log ! SNMP
John A. McReynolds
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access-list 197 deny
access-list 197 deny
access-list 197 deny

access-list
access-list
access-list
access-list
access-list
access-list
access-list
access-list

197
197
197
197
197
197
197
197

deny
deny
deny
deny
deny
deny
deny
deny

tcp
udp
tcp
udp
tcp
udp
tcp
udp

any
any
any
any
any
any
any
any

ull
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This group blocks attempts to exploit other services, including the UNIX services
NFS and Xwindows)
any
any
any
any
any
any
any
any

eq 1080 log
eq 1080 log
eq 2049 log
eq 2049 log
eq 4045 log
eq 4045 log
range 6000 6255 log
range 6000 6255 log

tai
ns
f

f.

tcp any any range 161 162 log ! SNMP
tcp any any range exec 520 log
udp any any range exec 520 log

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46

any
any
any
any
any

any
any
any
any
any

Au

tcp
tcp
tcp
tcp
tcp

2,

deny
deny
deny
deny
deny

00

197
197
197
197
197

eq
eq
eq
eq
eq

1999
2001
4001
6001
9001

log
log
log
log
log

-2

access-list
access-list
access-list
access-list
access-list

th
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g. Router Visibility – Although these are not included in the final configuration (they are blocked
by the first rules preventing any TCP or UDP traffic to either interface on the router), it is
important to note that these are little-known ports that Cisco routers have for management
purposes, and other networks may wish to include them in ACL’s (Courtesy of Hacking
Exposed, 2nd Ed.):

te

20

00

h. Firewall Visibility – Although these are not included in the final configuration (they are blocked
by the last rule preventing any TCP or UDP traffic to any other host), it is important to note
that these are little-known ports that Checkpoint Firewalls have for management purposes,
and other networks may wish to include them in ACL’s (Courtesy of Hacking Exposed and
Lance Spitzner’s Firewall-1 web page):

ICMP traffic must also be carefully screened to limit visibility of our network and to limit the
types of exploits that can be used against us. For troubleshooting purposes, some types of
ICMP traffic need to be allowed, specifically ICMP echo-reply (Type 0/Code 0). This type of
packet is allowed with the following caveat: It can (and has) been used to encapsulate
messages to Trojan server agents that have been planted in unprotected machines.
As a protective measure, a duplicate access list could be prepared that does NOT allow
these packets through, and simply switching ACL’s on the interface will provide a temporary
allowance for these packets.
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tcp any any range 256-258 log
udp any any range 256-258 log

sti

tu

access-list 197 deny
access-list 197 deny

access-list 197 permit icmp any any echo-reply
access-list 197 permit icmp any any time-exceeded
access-list 197 permit icmp any any packet-too-big

Allow the remaining return ports to the mail servers, DNS servers, internal NAT addresses,

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
! Returns to Public Mail Servers
access-list 197 permit tcp any host xxx.yyy.zzz.222 established
access-list 197 permit tcp any host xxx.yyy.zzz.232 established
! Internal NAT address TCP returns
John A. McReynolds
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access-list 197 permit tcp any host xxx.yyy.zzz.65 established
access-list 197 permit tcp any host xxx.yyy.zzz.66 established
! Intern NAT FTP-Data connections - Firewall drops unmatched instances
access-list 197 permit tcp any eq ftp-data host xxx.yyy.zzz.65 gt 1023
access-list 197 permit tcp any eq ftp-data host xxx.yyy.zzz.66 gt 1023
! Internal NAT address UDP returns
access-list 197 permit udp any host xxx.yyy.zzz.65 gt 1023
access-list 197 permit udp any host xxx.yyy.zzz.66 gt 1023
! Public DNS server returns
access-list 197 permit udp any host xxx.yyy.zzz.199 gt 1023
access-list 197 permit udp any host xxx.yyy.zzz.229 gt 1023

tai
ns
f

DROP EVERYTHING ELSE and LOG!
access-list 197 deny ip any any log

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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udp any any eq 135
udp any any range netbios-ns netbios-ss
tcp any any eq 135
tcp any any range 137 139
tcp any any eq 445
udp any any eq 445
udp any any range snmp snmptrap
tcp any any range 161 162
ip 203.170.70.0 0.0.0.255 any
ip any any log
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deny
deny
deny
deny
deny
deny
deny
deny
permit
deny

THE FIREWALLS (CheckPoint Firewall-1 v4.1/SP3)
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B)

107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107

In

access-list
access-list
access-list
access-list
access-list
access-list
access-list
access-list
access-list
access-list

00

interface Ethernet0/0
ip access-group 107 in
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3) Egress Filtering on the router’s internal interface is also extremely desirable, as it prevents leakage of
any private addresses (Yes, NAT has been known to not work properly), and to prevent the
advertisement of SNMP management and the existence of NetBIOS, etc.
The router could still be managed by SNMP with a small change to allow specific source addresses
for that protocol.
This ACL is applied to the INTERNAL router interface as follows:

©

SA

Checkpoint Firewall-1 was chosen for this architecture due to its ease of administration and scalability.
However, it does have a significant history of exploits and vulnerabilities, as are well described by Lance
Spitzner (see References) and also by Thomas Lopatic, John McDonald, and Dug Song at the BlackHat
2000 Briefings. (see References) These issues were handled admirably by Checkpoint, and the latest
release with service packs has been shown to provide a very high level of security, while still maintaining
the usability and scalability that is required of deployments such as this one.
As explained in Section 1, the architecture consists of 2 firewalls, one Primary, to provide protection for
the Services networks and initial protection for the Internal networks, and one Internal firewall, which
provides additional security for the internal networks, as well as providing Network Address Translation
for the three internal networks, and access control to two of them, which are sensitive network areas:
Key fingerprint
= AF19Network
FA27 2F94
998D
DE3D
06E4 A169
4E46
1) The Product
– This
area FDB5
provides
all of F8B5
the business
and content-related
systems
required in support of E-Commerce operations. Access to this network must be strictly
controlled, and the firewall provides controls based upon both IP address and upon identity,
through the use of authentication rules.
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2) The Business Network – This area contains other business-related users and systems for
sensitive areas such as Finance, Payroll, Product Development, and Human Resources
The firewalls have an extensive database of network objects (hosts, routers, networks, etc.) that are
specifically defined for this network. Customized information is defined for each object and includes IP
address of the object, the IP addresses of any additional interfaces, object type (workstation, gateway,
etc.), and description. Additionally, an extensive database of network services is maintained. These
describe well-known services such as HTTP, SMTP (mail) by protocol type (i.e. TCP or ESP) and port
number, if applicable. Additional custom definitions can be created, and may include groups of objects or
services, for convenience.
Policy enforcement is performed by creating rules which determine whether a packet is accepted or
rejected based upon the object and services included in it. By maintaining a clear “state table” of all
currently active, authorized connections, any anomalous packets bound for authorized hosts are denied,
such as forged packets with the ‘ACK’ bit set. Additional inspection code determines the legitimacy of a
packet based upon size and other criteria. An important feature of Firewall-1 is its ability to perform ‘virtual
fragment assembly’, to determine the legitimacy of any packets that may have been broken up during
Key
fingerprint
= AF19 that
FA27
998D
DE3DareF8B5
06E4asA169
4E46
transit.
Packet fragments
are2F94
too small
or FDB5
out of order
dropped,
is shown
in the Section 3 –
Assessment and Audit.
As noted in Lance Spitzner’s paper “Understanding the Firewall-1 State Table”, some important issues
have been resolved in the latest release and service pack, most notably the former tendency of Firewall-1
to allow lone ‘ACK’ packets to pass, without a corresponding ‘SYN’ packet, which is required to begin the
TCP ‘3-Way Handshake’, required of all TCP-based connections.
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Definitions of Network objects are performed by defining the base IP address, subnet mask, location, and
whether the IP broadcast address should be included as a valid address in the defined network.
Although space does not permit the full graphical representation of all network objects defined for GIACEnterprises, an example is shown here, and the text-representation of the object definitions is provided in
Appendix –1.

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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Additionally, Network address translation can be defined easily for Network objects. NAT parameters
should include whether the ‘valid’ address is static (1 translated address per 1 valid address), or if the
entire range of addresses to be translated are to be ‘hidden’ behind one address, as shown below.
In the GIAC Enterprise network, a mix of static and ‘hiding’ translations is performed.

re

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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1) The Primary Firewall Rule Base
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The Primary Firewall provides fundamental support of, and protection for, the connection
requirements described in Section 1.
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For each rule base, global properties are defined which control what services may be allowed by
default, what any connection parameters may be, logging parameters, etc.
Note that all services within the “Implied Rules” box are deselected. Any requirements for these
services are defined within the rule base itself, for better control and accounting. Far too many
administrators overlook this section, inadvertently creating vulnerabilities that could be avoided.

As shown in the accompanying graphical depiction of the Primary Firewall rule base, All of the conditions set
forth in the connectivity requirements list in Section 1 are met.

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Careful attention has been paid to limit visibility of internal network services by ensuring that internal SMTP
and DNS requests are forwarded only to the SMTP and DNS servers in the services networks.
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Additionally, access to and from the services networks has been limited only to those services which it has
been set up to provide, specifically DNS (UDP only), SMTP, HTTP/HTTPS, and VPN services (AH, ESP, and
UDP port 500 only).
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Access to the services network from internal user network addresses (including VPN internal addresses) has
also been restricted to only those required, namely HTTP/HTTPS, and for web administrators on the business
subnet, SSH.
The rules are explained as follows, and testing recommendations and traffic/log samples are shown in
Section 3, Architecture Audit:
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tai
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Rule 1 – Only FW-ADMIN may have full access to the services networks, firewall, and router.
Rule 2 – Any other access to the firewalls is denied
Rule 3 – Access from the public mail servers is allowed only for port 25 (SMTP) to the internal
mail servers for inbound mail relay
KeyRule
fingerprint
= AF19
2F94 998D
FDB5 to
DE3D
F8B5 06E4 A169
4E46
4 – Access
fromFA27
the public
mail servers
any non-internal
address
is permitted (note
the red ‘x’ which ‘negates’ the internal midfield net). Because the routing and NAT tables in the
firewall do not recognize the private internal addresses, packets for these destinations will no go
anywhere. NAT rules are applied only to the internal firewall.
Rule 5 – Access from the public DNS servers is only permitted to the outside world for name
lookups (again, note the ‘negate’ flag). There is no reason for the public DNS servers to initiate
connections to the internal DNS servers. They only answer requests FROM the internal DNS servers,
who use them as ‘forwarders’.
Rule 6 – GIAC Business-subnet users have SSH access to the public web servers. Business
needs dictates that this rule includes SSH for terminal access and file transfer, as the web site
administrators reside in the business subnet.
Rule 7 –Anyone may have HTTP and HTTPS access to the public web servers.
Rule 8 – Anyone may access the public mail servers on TCP port 25. This rule covers both mail
relay connections (outbound) from the internal mail servers, and inbound mail from the outside world.
Rule 9 – Anyone may access the public DNS servers on UDP port 53. Again, the internal servers
are configured to use the public DNS servers as forwarders, and anyone in the outside world may use
the limited zones listed on the public DNS servers. Again, no TCP port 53 allowed, due to the
vulnerable nature of BIND.
Rule 10 – Anyone (authorized) may establish connections to the VPN gateway. Although
conceivable, few exploits are known for the Contivity switch, except a little known DoS exploit.
Rule 11 - Any other access TO the services networks is denied.
Rule 12 – Any internal NAT-translated network users and the Firewall Admin may access the
Internet. NOTE: This does NOT include VPN users. Access rules for VPN users are further defined
on the internal firewall.
Rule 13 – The public web servers may access the internal web content server and business
transaction server from their proxy addresses – The details of this functionality are unclear to this
writer, and this specific rule will be modified once the final public -> private transaction process has
been defined.
Rule 14 – Any other access FROM hosts on the services networks is forbidden.
Rule 15 – Any other access through this firewall is denied.

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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2) Internal (Business Function) Firewall Rule base
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Once traffic has been cleaned up by the Primary firewall, the Internal firewall then takes up the
process of directing and authorizing traffic to the various subnets, and forwarding any appropriate
traffic to the Primary firewall, based upon rules 6, 7, 8, 9, and 12 of its rule base, and forwarding any
authorized traffic to internal addresses based upon rules 3, and 13.
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Rule 1 – FW-ADMIN may have full access to the Internal Firewall
Note that the FW-Admin host resides on the middlefield net, and thus does not require a rule
permitting access to the Internet.
Rule 2 – Any other access to the Internal or Primary firewalls is denied.
Rule 3 – Internal mail servers may access the public mail servers for outbound relay.
Note that because NAT is performed on the Internal firewall, the translated address appears at
the internal interface of the Primary firewall.
KeyRule
fingerprint
= AF19
2F94
998D
FDB5
06E4 A169
4E46
4 – Internal
DNSFA27
servers
may
access
theDE3D
public F8B5
DNS servers
for unresolvable
requests.
Rule 5 – Any internal hosts, including VPN, may access the public web servers for
HTTP/HTTPS.
Rule 6 – Internal Business users may access the public web servers for administration using
SSH. See Rule 6 on Primary firewall.
Rule 7 – Any other access from the internal network to the services networks is denied.
Rule 8 – GIAC Business users may access the Product and service management subnet.
Rule 9 – Access to the internal product web server is authorized for Business VPN users and
GIAC Partners using HTTP and HTTPS.
Rule 10 - Access from the proxy ports on the Public web servers is allowed to the internal web
server for transactions and authorized content retrieval.
Rule 11 – Any other access to the Product and service management network is denied.
Rule 12 – Internal users may access the Internet
Rule 13 – GIAC Business VPN users may access domain controllers, file servers, DNS
servers, and mail servers on both of the internal user subnets.
Rule 14 – GIAC general VPN users may access the domain controller, file server, DNS server,
and mail server on the general user subnet.
Rule 15 – All other access is denied.

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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C)

VPN Appliance (Contivity 1510) User Profile/Policy Base
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The Nortel Contivity 1510 Extranet Switch was chosen as a VPN appliance for this network due to its
configurability and ease of administration. The feature set support by the unit is quite extensive,
making it both highly interoperable and scalable.
For this network, the initial configuration consisted of having the unit use its own internal LDAP server
for user and group profile storage and retrieval, and initial security parameters, shown below in
graphical depictions, consisting of:
- Password management, supporting password aging and minimum length
- 1 hour mandatory rekey (the factory default is 8 Hours)
- Only IPSec is authorized as a connection protocol. PPTP, L2TP, and L2F are not authorized
connection types, and the router and Primary firewall also have ACL’s and rules that preclude the
use of those other protocols.
- Only 3-DES IPSec encryption, to ensure data confidentiality. Simply using AH for identity and
integrity would not be sufficient in a highly competitive environment.
Key- fingerprint
= AF19
FA27
2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D F8B5
06E4
A169 a4E46
Configuration
of specific
address
pools for
authenticated
clients
to provide
token by which the
firewall can provide access control based upon group and access need.
- Definition of groups with global parameters for that group, which dictate what services they can
access, and what addresses they will be issued upon connection.
- Default supplied access lists were used to provide initial control over what services groups can
gain access to. Specifically, the GIAC user groups are allowed access to any services, while the
Partner group is allowed access only to HTTP and DNS. Again, the Internal firewall provides an
additional level of access control based upon the IP address that a member of a group is issued.
- Split Tunneling (Split Horizon) is not allowed for any user, due to the potential security risks
involved. Although unlikely, the possibility of the remote user becoming an unwitting gateway into
the tunnel is a real one, and this administrator does not wish to undertake that risk. Providing VPN
service to non-company entities is risky enough in itself, even with mandatory non-disclosures and
acceptable-use policies.
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As shown below in a representative firewall object definition, a specific group of addresses is defined
for the object “GIAC-GENERAL-VPN”. This object has privileges defined under the group “GIACUSERS” in the VPN device, AND under the rule base of the Firewall as GIAC-GENERAL-VPN.
If the status of a user changes, that user can merely be moved to a different group in the VPN device
(in the event of a promotion), or removed entirely, without the need to change the firewall
configuration.
Profiles for the other two groups (GIAC-PARTNERS and GIAC-BUSINESS) are also shown below.
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Not Configured
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Start
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Subnet Mask
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Acti on

Edit

Delete

GIAC - BUSINESS

207.130.70.120
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Delete

GIAC - GENERAL

207.130.70.70

207.130.70.82
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GroupName: /Base/GIAC-USERS

Group Name: /Base/GIAC -PARTNERS

Parent Group: /Base

Current Configura ti on

Current Configuration

Connec tiv ity
Configure

Spl it Tun nel ing : Dis able d
Spl it Tun nel N etworks:
(No ne)
Cl ien t Sel ection :
- Allo wed Cl ien ts:
Both Con ti vity a nd no n

Split Tunneling: Disabled
Split Tunnel Networks: (None)
Cl ient Sel ecti on:
- Allowed Cl ients: Both Contiv ity and non-Contivity Clients

- RSA Dig ital Sign ature:
Defau lt Serve r Ce rti fi cate:
RAD IU S Authe nticatio n:
- User Na me and Pas sword:
- AXEN T Te chnol ogi es D efend er:

Default Server Certi ficate: (None)

Configure

-Con ti vity Clie nts

- Allow un defin ed networks fo r no n
-Co ntivity cl ien ts:
Da ta base Au th entica ti on (LDAP):
- User Na me and Pas sword:
Ena ble d

- Allow undefi ned networks for non -Contivity cl ients: Enabled
Database Authentication (LDAP):
- User Name and Password: Enabled
- RSA Digital Signature:
Enabled

IPsec

Access Ho urs: An yti me
Ca ll Admi ssion Pri ority:
Hi ghe st Prio rity
Forward ing Pri ority:
L ow Priority
Nu mber of Log ins:
1
Passwo rd Mana geme nt:
Ena ble d
- Maximu m Pa ssword Age :
30
- Mini mum Password L eng th :
16
- Alph abe ti c Pa sswords:
Disa ble d
Static Addre sses: En abl ed
Idle Time out: 0 0:15:00
Filters: permi t o n ly dns/http
IPX: Di sabl ed
Maxi mum Numb er PPP Li nks:
2
RSVP: Disa ble d
RSVP: To ken Bucke t Dep th:
3 000 Bytes
RSVP: To ken Bucke t Rate :
28 Kb ps
Add ress Pool N ame:
GIAC -PARTNER

RADIUS Authentication:
- User Name and Password:
Disabled
- AXENT Technol ogies Defender: Disabled
- Security Dynamics SecurID:
Disabled
Encryption:
- ESP - Tri pl e DES with MD5 Integrity: Enabled
- ESP - 56-bit DES with MD5 Integrity: Disabled
- AH - Authentication Only (HMAC -SHA1): Disabled
- AH - Authentication Only (HMAC -MD5): Di sabled
Perfect Forward Secrecy: Enabl ed
Forced Logoff: 00:00:00
Cl ient Auto Connect: Disabled
Banner: USERS OF THISSYSTEM CONSENT TO MONITORING AND...
Di splay Banner: Enabled
Cl ient Screen Saver Password Required: Disabled
Cl ient Screen Saver Activation Ti me: 5 Minutes
Allow Password Storage on Client: Disabled
Compression: Enabled
Rekey Timeout: 01:00:00
Rekey Data Count: (None)
Domai n Name: giac-ent.com
Primary DNS: 207.130.70.90
Secondary DNS: (None)
Primary WINS: 207.130.70.83
Secondary WINS: (None)
Cl ient Pol icy: (None)

IPse c
Configure

P PTP

Enab led

Ena ble d
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Configure

Access Hours: Anyti me
Call Admi ssion Priority: Highest Pri ority
Forwarding Priority: Low Priority
Number of Logins: 1
Password Management: Enabled
- Maximum Password Age: 30
- Minimum Password Length: 16
- Alphabetic Passwords: Di sabled
Static Addresses: Enabled
Idle Timeout: 00:15:00
Filters: permit all
IPX: Di sabled
Maxi mumNumber PPPLinks: 2
RSVP: Disabl ed
RSVP: Token Bucket Depth: 3000 Bytes
RSVP: Token Bucket Rate: 28 Kbps
Address Pool Name: GIAC-GENERAL

(No ne)

D isab led
D isab led

- Securi ty Dyna mics SecurID:
D isab led
Encryp ti on:
- ESP - Tripl e DES w ith MD5 Integrity:
Enabl ed
- ESP - 56 -bit DES with MD5 Integri ty:
Disa ble d
- AH - Au th entica ti on O nly (HMAC
-SH A1): Di sabl ed
- AH - Au th entica ti on O nly (HMAC
-MD 5): D isabl ed
Perfect Fo rward Secre cy:
Ena bled
Forced L ogo ff: 0 0: 00:00
Cl ien t Auto Co nnec t:
Disa bled
Ban ner: USERS OF TH IS SYSTEM CONSENT TO MON ITOR IN G AND...
Di spla y Ba nner: Enab led
Cl ien t Scree n Saver Passwo rd Req uired :
Di sabl ed
Cl ien t Scree n Saver Activatio n Ti me:
5 Mi nutes
All ow Password Stora ge on C lie nt:
Di sabl ed
Co mpressi on: Enab led
Re key Ti meout: 01:00:00
Re key Data Cou nt:
(Non e)
Do main N ame: gia c -ent.com
Prima ry D NS: 20 7.130 .7 0.90
Seco nda ry DN S: 20 7.130 .7 0.91
Prima ry W INS:
(No ne)
Seco nda ry W INS:
(No ne)
Cl ien t Pol icy:
(No ne)
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Connectivity

Parent Group: /Base

MS -CH AP: V2, RC4 -1 28
CH AP: Dis able d
PAP: D isab led
Co mpressi on: Enab led
Use C lie nt Sp ecifie d Address:
Prima ry D NS:
(Non e)
Seco nda ry DN S:
(Non e)
Prima ry W INS:
(No ne)
Seco nda ry W INS:
(No ne)

Dis able d

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Configure

Configure

MS-CHAP: V2, RC4-128
CHAP: Disabled
PAP: Di sabled
Compression: Enabled
Use Client Specified Address: Disabled
Primary DNS: (None)
Secondary DNS: (None)
Primary WINS: (None)
Secondary WINS: (None)

L2TP
Configure

L2F

or
L2F

Configure

th

Configure

MS-CHAP: V2, RC4-128
CHAP: Disabled
PAP: Di sabled
Compression: Enabled
Use Client Specified Address: Disabled
Primary DNS: (None)
Secondary DNS: (None)
Primary WINS: (None)
Secondary WINS: (None)
CHAP: Enabled
PAP: Di sabled
Compression: Enabled
Use Client Specified Address: Disabled
Primary DNS: (None)
Secondary DNS: (None)
Primary WINS: (None)
Secondary WINS: (None)

Clos e

Dis able d

Parent Group: /Base/GIAC - USERS

20

Group Name: /Base/GIAC -USERS/GIAC -BUSINESS

Current Configuration

N um ber of Logi ns:
1
P assw ord Managem ent:

s e

Enabl ed

- Max im um P assword Age:
30
- Mi nim um P assword Lengt h:
16
- Al phabet ic P assw ords:
Di sabled
S tati c Addresses:
E nabled

tu
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A ccess Hours:
Any ti me
C al l Adm ission Pri ori ty :
Highest Priorit y
Forw ardi ng Priority :
Low Priorit y

Connecti vity

I dle T im eout : 00: 15: 00
Fi lters: permi t all
I PX: D isabled

sti

M ax im um N umber PP P Li nks:
2
R SVP : Di sabl ed
R SVP : Token B ucket Depth:
3000 B yt es
RSVP : Token B ucket Rat e:
28 Kbps
A ddress P ool N ame:
GIAC -B USI NE SS

B oth Conti vi ty and non

- Al low undefi ned netw orks f or non
D at abase Aut hentic ati on (LD AP ):

s e

Di sabl ed

- AX EN T Technologi es Def ender:
- Sec uri ty Dy namic s S ecurI D:

Di sabl ed
Di sabl ed

E nc ry pti on:
- ES P - Tri ple DES w it h MD 5 I ntegri ty :
E nabled
- ES P - 56 -bi t DES w it h MD 5 I ntegri ty :
Di sabled
- AH - A uthenti cati on Only (HM AC
- SHA1): E nabl ed
- AH - A uthenti cati on Only (HM AC
- MD 5): Di sabl ed
P erfec t Forward Sec rec y:
Enabled
Forc ed Logoff :
00:00: 00
C lient A uto C onnec t:
Di sabl ed
B anner: US ER S OF TH IS SY ST EM CONS EN T T O M ON IT ORI NG A ND. ..

SA

Cl o

(None)

Authent icat ion:

- User N ame and P assword:

NS

IPsec

Enabled

Enabl ed
Enabl ed

Def ault Server Certi fi cate:
R ADI US

- C ont iv it y Cli ents

- C ont iv it y cli ents:

- User N ame and P assword:
- RS A Di gi tal S ignature:

In

S pl it T unnel ing:
Di sabled
S pl it T unnel N etworks:
(None )
C lient S elect ion:
- Al low e d Cl ient s:

00
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00
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Close

CH AP: Enab led
PAP: D isab led
Co mpressi on: Enab led
Use C lie nt Sp ecifie d Address:
Prima ry D NS:
(Non e)
Seco nda ry DN S:
(Non e)
Prima ry W INS:
(No ne)
Seco nda ry W INS:
(No n e)

Au

L2TP

MS -CH AP: V1, V2, N ot En cryp te d, R C4 -4 0, R C4 -12 8
CH AP: Enab led
PAP: D isab led
Co mpressi on: Enab led
Use C lie nt Sp ecifie d Address:
Dis able d
Prima ry D NS:
(Non e)
Seco nda ry DN S:
(Non e)
Prima ry W INS:
(No ne)
Seco nda ry W INS:
(No ne)

re

PPTP

D isplay B anner:
Enabl ed
C lient S creen Saver P ass
w ord Required:

Di sabl ed

5 M inut es
D isabled

©

C lient S creen Saver A ct ivat ion Tim e:
A llow P assw ord Storage on C li ent :
C om pression:
E nabled
R ekey T imeout :
01:00: 00
R ekey D ata C ount:
(None)
D om ain Name:
g iac - ent.c om
P rim ary D NS:
207.130. 70. 90
S ec ondary DN S:
207. 130. 70.91
P rim ary WI NS :
207.130.70. 83
S ec ondary WI NS :
207. 130. 70.84
C lient P olic y:
(None)
M S - CHAP:

PPTP
Confi gure

L2TP
Confi gure

V 2, RC 4 -128

C HAP : Di sabl ed
P AP: Di sabl ed
C om pression:
Enabled
U se Cl ient Spec if ied A ddress:
P rim ary D NS:
(None)
S ec ondary DN S:
(N one)
P rim ary WI NS :
(None)
S ec ondary WI NS :
(N on e)
M S - CHAP: V 2, RC 4 -128
C HAP : Di sabl ed
P AP: Di sabl ed
C om pression:
Enabled
U se Cl ient Spec if ied A ddress:
P rim ary D NS:
(None)
S ec ondary DN S:
(N one)
P rim ary WI NS :
(None)

Disabl ed

Disabl ed

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
S ec ondary WI NS :

L2F
Confi gure

(N one)

C HAP : Enabled
P AP: Di sabl ed
C om pression:
Enabled
U se Cl ient Spec if ied A ddress:
P rim ary D NS:
(None)
S ec ondary DN S:
(N one)
P rim ary WI NS :
(None)
S ec ondary WI NS :
(N one)

Disabl ed

Cl o s e
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SECTION 3-GIAC ENTERPRISES PRIMARY FIREWALL VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT AND SECURITY
AUDIT
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Note: This assessment was undertaken with an initially limited knowledge of tools, techniques, and exploits. All of
the tests performed and data gathered were the result of a ‘trial by fire’, and credit goes to all parties out there
who have provided the wealth of knowledge and code that provided a terrific introduction to the fascinating arena
of vulnerability assessment and exploit.
These techniques, tools, and results were used on a test network that consisted of ‘hot-spares’:
A Cisco 3620 router configured as described above
A Checkpoint Firewall-1 package using a 30-day evaluation license,
running on Linux 7.0
- A discarded Pentium laptop pressed into service as an assessment
‘toolkit’, running:
a. Linux 7.0
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5 06E4
A169 4E46
b. Assorted
public-source
assessment
code, as described
below.
- A Sun Ultra-5 / Solaris 7 workstation configured with up to 64 virtual
interfaces to simulate the potential number of hosts on the GIAC
Enterprises network segments.
- A Windows NT system to provide management of the firewall
- A suite of servers running on the Solaris unit, consisting of:
a. JavaWeb server, to simulate the public web server
b. A version of BIND native to the Solaris platform to simulate
the public DNS server
c. A version of Sendmail, also native to the Solaris platform to
simulate the public SMTP server.
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This test environment provided an outstanding opportunity to evaluate tools and techniques, and it is
highly recommended that a similar environment be used by anyone who wishes to learn.
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1) Assessment Plan
The assessment of the GIAC network requires a carefully planned set of objectives and procedures,
in order to properly evaluate the security of the network. Although a complete set of test-plan
documents is beyond the scope of this paper, sample elements are presented.
a) Rationale/Approach/Objective
The GIAC Enterprises network is, like most other e-commerce entities, potentially a choice
target for nefarious entities (read-Crackers and Criminals). As a result of the noteworthy
exploits of highly visible networks such as those maintained by Microsoft and Yahoo, the
assessment must be undertaken with extreme thoroughness and deliberation.
The objectives are:

©

SA

i. Assess the border router
- Ensure that the Access Control Lists in the router are properly
blocking undesired traffic
- Ensure that the Access Control Lists in the router are properly
passing desired traffic
- Ensure that unauthorized access to the router cannot easily be
gained, based upon the access control lists defined.
- Ensure that no unauthorized traffic passes FROM the network
through the border router
Key fingerprint = AF19ii.FA27
2F94
FDB5
DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Assess
the998D
Primary
Firewall
- Ensure that only desired externally initiated traffic reaches only the
services networks, specifically HTTP/HTTPS, SMTP, DNS (UDP
only), and IPSec (IP protocols 50, 51 and UPD port 500)
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Ensure that NO externally initiated traffic appears on the middlefield
or internal networks
Ensure that only desired traffic initiated from the services network
reaches the Internet, specifically SMTP and DNS (UDP) traffic
Ensure that only desire traffic from the services network reaches the
internal networks, specifically SMTP and proxied HTTP.
Ensure that only desired traffic from the internal networks reaches
the services network (HTTP/HTTPS for all, and SSH for business
users).
Ensure that only desired traffic from the internal networks reaches
the Internet
Ensure that any VPN-based traffic does not pass beyond the
external interface of the Primary firewall
Ensure that only desired VPN-based traffic reaches the services
network, specifically HTTP/HTTPS
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iii. Perform exploit tests against the public servers, router, and firewall.
- Ensure that they are appropriately ‘hardened’, and the router and firewall
are as ‘invisible’ as possible.
iv. Assess the internal Firewall
The principles applied to the external firewall also apply to the Internal
firewall. In addition, tests would be performed to ensure that:
- Authorized users gain appropriate access to resources on
designated subnets
- Network Address translation is performed correctly and consistently
- Unauthorized users are denied access at the earliest possible point
and at multiple levels
- Internal users gain successfully gain access to public web servers
and the Internet
b) Tools/Techniques
To successfully perform this assessment and to provide meaningful results, a comprehensive
set of tools must be employed to thoroughly evaluate vulnerabilities and performance.
For this assessment, the following tools will be used, beyond those native to an operating
system:
- NMAP – A highly useful and popular port scanning tool from
www.insecure.org
- TCPDump – A vital tool for traffic analysis during assessments and
“other instances” www.tcpdump.org, with credit to LBL
- WINDump – The Windows implementation of TCPDump, available
from netgroup-serv.polito.it
- HPING2 – An extraordinarily useful packet crafting tool from
Salvatore Sanfilippo.
- NESSUS – A very comprehensive vulnerability assessment tool from
www.nessus.org
- Although not used, Netcat, by Hobbit, from http://www.l0pht.com is
also a very popular tools for generating packets of a varying types
and formats.
- Additional tools to be used, that are native to the operating systems:
a. PING
b. Traceroute
c. SNOOP (Sun’s implementation of TCPDump)
Key fingerprint
= AF19 FA27
2F94 should
998D FDB5
The techniques
employed
include:DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
- Basic ICMP assessments to ensure that only desired ICMP traffic
types are allowed
- Basic port mapping, using both TCP and UDP packets to check for
device conformance to access rules defined, AND to check for any
John A. McReynolds
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ports which had not been previously considered and included
in any defined access rules.
Enhanced port scanning techniques, generating inappropriately
formatted packets to ensure that devices respond appropriately (or
don’t respond) to anomalous traffic.
Careful monitoring of test traffic both inside AND outside the device
or network being tested. Traffic that isn’t allowed through a device
may still elicit a signature response from that device, thus providing a
potential fingerprint for an attacker.
Traffic generation for authorized services to ensure their appropriate
behavior under normal conditions
Traffic generation for authorized services to ensure their appropriate
behavior under abnormal conditions.

c) Cost/Effort

Key fingerprint
= AF19
FA27 2F94
998D FDB5
F8B5
06E4undertaking.
A169 4E46
A proper
vulnerability
assessment
can beDE3D
a highly
involved
Therefore, to provide
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enough time to support a thorough analysis as described above, the following
recommendation is made:
- Two personnel will be required to perform this assessment: One to
configure and execute tests, and the other to check and tabulate
results. Additionally, a ‘second set of eyes’ is often invaluable in
detecting anomalous behavior, and to provide recommendations for
additional tests or modifications of existing ones.
- It is expected that a total of 24 hours of test time will be required due
to the extensive time require for certain tests, such as large-scale
port scans. 4 hours of this time will be used during low-traffic hours in
order to perform other tests that could affect network performance.
- Additionally, 6 hours will be required to properly generate a report
detailing the results and findings of this assessment.
- At a flat rate of $100 per man-hour, the total cost of this assessment
will be $6000.00. In light of GIAC Enterprises reliance upon this
network for revenue generation, and in consideration of the
evaluator’s ability to provide supporting documentation for the
procurement of an insurance policy protecting against loss due to
theft and malicious activity, GIAC will find this to be a highly
reasonable service.
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d) Considerations/Risks
An assessment of this nature is, by its nature, potentially disruptive to network performance
and availability. It is for this reason that testing will be performed as follows:
- Basic port scanning and access assessments will be performed
during normal business hours. These tend to generate little traffic,
and thus are not terribly disruptive. Additionally, any non-disruptive
system vulnerability checks will be performed during this period.
- High intensity traffic analysis, including Denial of Service vulnerability
testing and exploit-based testing will be performed during low-traffic
periods.
Additionally, a comprehensive list of systems to be tested, and authorizations to perform
all tests will be gained from the senior executive of GIAC Enterprises.
2) The Assessment Implementation

KeyThe
fingerprint
= AF19
998D FDB5
F8B5
A169
4E46many of which are
assessment
of theFA27
GIAC2F94
Enterprises
networkDE3D
consisted
of 06E4
a number
of tests,
outlined briefly in the preceding section. Although the following section is by no means exhaustive,
many of the procedures and results are included here.
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Tools/Techniques
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As described in the previous section, the tools utilized for the assessment consisted of NMAP, HPING2,
NESSUS, TCPDump, and WinDump. Excerpts from the complete test plan are described and shown in the
following sections, to validate the methods and results necessary for a network assessment.
i. Router Assessment – Spoof Checks

or

re
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To perform spoof checks against the external router, a test suite was assembled using the following:
- An ‘attacking’ host outside the network running HPING2 with the following
arguments:
o HPING2 –A –p 80 –s 80 –a xxx.yyy.zzz.65 xxx.yyy.zzz.200
This creates a string of TCP packets with the ‘ACK’ flag set, source starting
port and destination ports set to 80 (HTTP), a destination address of the
public web server, and a source address which is a legitimate internal
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27
2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
address.
- The same attacking host running TCPdump to watch for return packets
- The firewall running its logging process

th

The router log correctly reported the dropped packets, as shown
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Apr 7 19:32:49: %SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGP: list 198 denied tcp xxx.yyy.zzz.65(83) ->
xxx.yyy.zzz.200(80), 1 packet
Apr 7 19:32:50: %SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGP: list 198 denied tcp xxx.yyy.zzz.65(84) ->
xxx.yyy.zzz.200(80), 1 packet

-2

Additionally, the firewall log showed no instance of these spoofed packets.

00

ii. Router Assessment – RFC-1918 Blocks

te

20

To perform tests validating the router’s behavior when handling RFC-1918-style private
addresses as specified in the ACL, a variation of the configuration used for Spoofed
addresses was employed.

tu

HPING2 –A –f –m 16 –p 80 –s 80 –a 192.168.0.40.130.70.200

sti

In addition to creating TCP packets with the ACK flag set. These packets were also
fragmented, resulting in some anomalous behavior.

In

Source showed:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

192.168.0.40
[|tcp] (frag
192.168.0.40
[|tcp] (frag
192.168.0.40
[|tcp] (frag
192.168.0.40

SA
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eth0
eth0
eth0
eth0
eth0
eth0
eth0

©

20:15:51.360861
20:15:52.360241
20:15:52.361099
20:15:53.360219
20:15:53.361037
20:15:54.360220
20:15:54.361074

> xxx.yyy.zzz.200:
90:16@0+)
> xxx.yyy.zzz.200:
90:16@0+)
> xxx.yyy.zzz.200:
90:16@0+)
> xxx.yyy.zzz.200:

(frag 90:4@16)
(frag 90:4@16)
(frag 90:4@16)
(frag 90:4@16)

Router Showed:
Apr 7 20:16:10: %SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGP: list 198 denied tcp 192.168.0.40(106) ->
Key fingerprint = AF19
FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
xxx.yyy.zzz.200(80),
1 packet
Apr 7 20:16:11: %SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGP: list 198 denied tcp 192.168.0.40(107) ->
xxx.yyy.zzz.200(80), 1 packet
Apr 7 20:16:12: %SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGP: list 198 denied tcp 192.168.0.40(108) ->
xxx.yyy.zzz.200(80), 1 packet
John A. McReynolds
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Firewall log showed:
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240 7Apr2001 20:15:58 GIAC-EXTERN-FW control ctl lo inbound
Virtual
defragmentation error: Timeout (192.168.0.40 -> xxx.yyy.zzz.200 proto 6 id 90 len 0
offset 0) - 3 fragments dropped during the last 60 seconds
241 7Apr2001 20:16:22 GIAC-EXTERN-FW control ctl lo inbound
Virtual
defragmentation error: Duplicate fragment (192.168.0.40 -> xxx.yyy.zzz.200 proto 6
id 90 len 24 offset 16) - 58 fragments dropped during the last 60 seconds

tai
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f

Note that this is desirable behavior, but may create a period of vulnerability while the firewall waits for additional
fragments.
How the firewall behaves when attempting to process high volumes of incomplete fragments is worthy of
consideration.

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
192.168.0.40
192.168.0.40
192.168.0.40
192.168.0.40
192.168.0.40

>
>
>
>
>

xxx.yyy.zzz.200:
xxx.yyy.zzz.200:
xxx.yyy.zzz.200:
xxx.yyy.zzz.200:
xxx.yyy.zzz.200:
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eth0
eth0
eth0
eth0
eth0
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20:15:58.813070
20:15:59.808515
20:16:00.808711
20:16:01.808823
20:16:02.809005
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TCPDump on the firewall showed:

(frag
(frag
(frag
(frag
(frag

90:4@16)
90:4@16)
90:4@16)
90:4@16)
90:4@16)
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Note that only the terminal fragment is received by eth0, thus demonstrating that the router did indeed drop the
initial fragment based upon the complete IP header. However, there is significant cause for concern here, as the
router ACL’s clearly do not process packets solely based upon IP Address, but in the case of TCP, by initial flag
(SYN, ACK, etc.) as well.
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iii. Router and Firewall Assessment – Unauthorized Services

te

For this test, NMAP was used to perform a large-scale port scan for any available TCP-based
services. Arguments to NMAP were:

sti
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nmap -sT -P0 -F --max_parallelism 100 -oN /tmp/nmap-rtr4 xxx.yyy.zzz.192/27
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–sT attempts to establish a full TCP connection,
-P0 prevents initial ping scans of the hosts (thus saving time),
-F establishes ‘Fast Mode, where only the ports known to NMAP are scanned, instead of all 65,535 possible
ports. (That test was performed against the router itself, and took many hours)
--max_parallelism 100 attempts to support up to 100 concurrent connection attempts, again with intent of
speeding the scan up.
-oN /tmp/nmap-rtr4 redirects NMAP’s default output to file nmap-rtr4
- xxx.yyy.zzz.192/27 sets NMAP to scan all hosts in that subnet.
A sample of the output is shown below:
# Nmap (V. nmap) scan initiated 2.53 as: nmap -sT -P0 -F --max_parallelism 100 -oN
/tmp/nmap-rtr4 xxx.yyy.zzz.192/27
All 1062 scanned ports on (xxx.yyy.zzz.192) are: filtered
Keyscanned
fingerprintports
= AF19
2F94 998D FDB5 are:
DE3Dfiltered
F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
All 1062
on FA27
(xxx.yyy.zzz.193)
All 1062 scanned ports on (xxx.yyy.zzz.194) are: filtered
All 1062 scanned ports on (xxx.yyy.zzz.195) are: filtered
All 1062 scanned ports on (xxx.yyy.zzz.196) are: filtered
All 1062 scanned ports on (xxx.yyy.zzz.197) are: filtered
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1062
1062
1062
1062
1062
1062

scanned
scanned
scanned
scanned
scanned
scanned

ports
ports
ports
ports
ports
ports

on
on
on
on
on
on

(xxx.yyy.zzz.201)
(xxx.yyy.zzz.202)
(xxx.yyy.zzz.203)
(xxx.yyy.zzz.204)
(xxx.yyy.zzz.205)
(xxx.yyy.zzz.206)

are:
are:
are:
are:
are:
are:

filtered
filtered
filtered
filtered
filtered
filtered
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All
All
All
All
All
All
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All 1062 scanned ports on (xxx.yyy.zzz.198) are: filtered
All 1062 scanned ports on (xxx.yyy.zzz.199) are: filtered
Interesting ports on (xxx.yyy.zzz.200):
(The 1061 ports scanned but not shown below are in state: filtered)
Port
State
Service
80/tcp
open
http

As expected, no hosts responded to this port scan, except for TCP port 80, which does show up as

KeyOPEN
fingerprint
= xxx.yyy.zzz.200.
AF19 FA27 2F94This
998D
FDB5 as
DE3D
A169
4E46
on host
is correct,
we doF8B5
wish 06E4
to allow
access
to the public web

th

or

re

server’s HTTP port to anyone.
Note that TCP port 53 did not show up as OPEN for host xxx.yyy.zzz.199, whereas UDP port 53
does in a similar scan for UDP services.
This test correctly verifies the functionality of the router ACL’s with respect to the services network.

Au

Here, an attempt was made to connect to TCP port 25 on an unauthorized host using HPING2 as shown:

00

2,

hping2 -S -p 25 xxx.yyy.zzz.193
(set the SYN flag for a packet bound for port 25 of xxx.yyy.zzz.193)

te

20

00

-2

12:46:04.860285 eth0 > host.attacker.com.1215 > xxx.yyy.zzz.193.smtp: S
774223134:774223134(0) win 512
12:46:05.860265 eth0 > host.attacker.com.1216 > xxx.yyy.zzz.193.smtp: S
688933487:688933487(0) win 512
12:46:06.860208 eth0 > host.attacker.com.1217 > xxx.yyy.zzz.193.smtp: S
2089320994:2089320994(0) win 512

NS

In

sti

tu

Apr 9 12:45:34: %SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGP: list 198 denied tcp host.attacker.com(1216) > xxx.yyy.zzz.193(25), 1 packet
Apr 9 12:45:35: %SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGP: list 198 denied tcp host.attacker.com(1217) > xxx.yyy.zzz.193(25), 1 packet
Apr 9 12:45:36: %SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGP: list 198 denied tcp host.attacker.com(1218) > xxx.yyy.zzz.193(25), 1 packet

SA

In this case, no packets were seen via TCPDump running on the firewall. Thus, the router dropped the packets
appropriately.

©

In the case of the Internal networks, no ports on any hosts should appear in state OPEN, as the firewall will only
allow packets through that belong to an existing connection, as shown in the next test sample:
iv. Router and Firewall Assessment – Authorized Connections
For a connection
to the public
mailFA27
server,
we would
see the
packet
accepted
both the router and the
Key fingerprint
= AF19
2F94
998Dexpect
FDB5toDE3D
F8B5
06E4
A169by
4E46
firewall, resulting in return packets to HPING2 as follows:
[root@localhost /tmp]# hping2

-S

-f -m 20 -p 25 xxx.yyy.zzz.222
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eth0 default routing interface selected (according to /proc)
HPING xxx.yyy.zzz.222 (eth0 xxx.yyy.zzz.222): S set, 40 headers + 0 data bytes
46 bytes from xxx.yyy.zzz.222: flags=SA seq=0 ttl=252 id=32766 win=9112 rtt=6.6
46 bytes from xxx.yyy.zzz.222: flags=SA seq=1 ttl=252 id=32767 win=9112 rtt=4.4
46 bytes from xxx.yyy.zzz.222: flags=SA seq=2 ttl=252 id=32768 win=9112 rtt=6.2
46 bytes from xxx.yyy.zzz.222: flags=SA seq=3 ttl=252 id=32769 win=9112 rtt=4.4

ms
ms
ms
ms

When such a packet is allowed all of the way through both the router and the firewall, an instance of the
connection should appear in the firewall’s state table, as shown for an accepted connection to the public DNS
server on UDP port 53.

tai
ns
f

---- FW-1 CONNECTIONS TABLE ---

53
53
53

17
17
17

or

xxx.yyy.zzz.199
xxx.yyy.zzz.199
xxx.yyy.zzz.199

th

host.attacker.com 2992
host.attacker.com 2988
host.attacker.com 2989

re

FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5 06E4 Kbuf
A169 4E46
Src_IPKey fingerprint
Src_Prt= AF19Dst_IP
Dst_Prt
IP_prot
Type
Timeout
0
0
0

Flags

16386 ffffff00
16386 ffffff00
16386 ffffff00

40/40
36/40
37/40

00

2,

Au

Anomalous packets should never appear in the state table, which was NOT the case with previous versions of
Firewall-1.

-2

v. Router and Firewall Assessment - Anomalous Packets

00

For this test, a configuration using HPING2 as above, TCPDump, and use of the firewall logs was implemented.
The arguments to HPING2 consisted of:

20

HPING2 –S –f –m 16 –p 80 xxx.yyy.zzz.200

tu

te

This will send a series of 16 byte fragmented packets with the SYN flag set to TCP port 80 of the public web
server.

In

sti

Because the router ACL’s are not configured to log legitimate WWW traffic, no entries relating this packet were
found.
However, the firewall did correctly report the following:
GIAC-EXTERN-FW log drop
TCP packet too short
GIAC-EXTERN-FW log drop
0 TCP packet too short

SA

NS

215 7Apr2001 19:49:00
GIAC-WWW-1 http 94 0
216 7Apr2001 19:53:04
GIAC-WWW-1 http http

eth0 inbound tcp host.attacker.com
eth0 inbound tcp host.attacker.com

©

In another instance, packets were crafted similarly, except that the ACK flag was set, with the following firewall log
output:
196 7Apr2001 19:48:13 GIAC-EXTERN-FW log drop eth0 inbound tcp host.attacker.com
GIAC-WWW-1 http 141 0 unknown established TCP packet
197 7Apr2001 19:48:14 GIAC-EXTERN-FW log drop eth0 inbound tcp host.attacker.com GIAC-WWW-1 http 142 0
fingerprint
= AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
unknownKey
established
TCP packet
This is clearly desirable behavior, as the firewall does indeed catch and drop fragments from non-SYN fragments
destined for legitimate ports, which the router is incapable of doing.
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In the case of UDP fragments, the previous behavior does not apply to the router.
Here, fragmented, oversized DNS packets are sent to an unauthorized host, and all fragments appear to have
been caught by the router.
-2

-f -m 140 -d 250 -p 53 xxx.yyy.zzz.200

ull
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hping2

TCPDump Output from source host:

host.attacker.com.1043 > xxx.yyy.zzz.200.domain: 22616
[22616a] [22616q] [22616n] [22616au] (132) (frag 79:140@0+)
host.attacker.com > xxx.yyy.zzz.200: (frag 79:118@136)
host.attacker.com.1044 > xxx.yyy.zzz.200.domain: 22616
[22616a] [22616q] [22616n] [22616au] (132) (frag 79:140@0+)
host.attacker.com > xxx.yyy.zzz.200: (frag 79:118@136)

tai
ns
f

12:58:54.350133 eth0 >
updateDA [b2&3=0x5858]
12:58:54.351062 eth0 >
12:58:55.350131 eth0 >
updateDA [b2&3=0x5858]
12:58:55.351098 eth0 >

Key from
fingerprint
Log Output
router:= AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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Apr 9 12:58:28: %SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGP: list 198 denied udp host.attacker.com(1049) > xxx.yyy.zzz.200(53), 1 packet
Apr 9 12:58:29: %SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGP: list 198 denied udp host.attacker.com(1050) > xxx.yyy.zzz.200(53), 1 packet

00

2,

No errors appeared in the firewall log, and no instances of the packets appeared in the firewall state table, nor did
any of the fragments appear in TCPDump output on the firewall itself.

00

-2

In this test, HPING was used to generate spoofed source-address packets with ACK set, and fragmented them
using the arguments:

20

HPING2 –A –f –p 80 –s 80 –a xxx.yyy.zzz.65 xxx.yyy.zzz.200

te

The router log correctly reported the dropped packets, as shown

In

sti

tu

Apr 7 19:34:49: %SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGP: list 198 denied tcp xxx.yyy.zzz.65(83) ->
xxx.yyy.zzz.200(80), 1 packet
Apr 7 19:34:50: %SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGP: list 198 denied tcp xxx.yyy.zzz.65(84) ->
xxx.yyy.zzz.200(80), 1 packet

NS

However, the router did NOT drop all elements of the source packet, as shown by the firewall log:
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SA

125 7Apr2001 19:35:00 GIAC-EXTERN-FW control ctl lo inbound
Virtual
defragmentation error: Duplicate fragment (xxx.yyy.zzz.65 -> xxx.yyy.zzz.200 proto
6 id 58 len 24 offset 16) - 12 fragments dropped during the last 60 seconds
126 7Apr2001 19:35:22 GIAC-EXTERN-FW control ctl lo inbound
Virtual
defragmentation error: Timeout (xxx.yyy.zzz.65 -> xxx.yyy.zzz.200 proto 6 id 58 len
0 offset 0) - 1 fragments dropped during the last 60 seconds
This test validates the expected behavior of the router with respect to Spoofed source Packets, but adds two extra
pieces of valuable information:

Key
fingerprint
= AF19
FA27
2F94
998DofFDB5
06E4the
A169
4E46
1 – The
router only
drops the
initial
fragment
a TCPDE3D
packetF8B5
containing
full TCP
header
2 – The firewall correctly handles packets without their initial fragments.
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vi. Additional Tests Performed

ull
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s.

For educational purposes, some additional tests were performed that would also be run against a network in a
formal assessment. With the use of the NESSUS vulnerability assessment tool,
the following tests were performed:
- Root Shell vulnerability scans against the SPARC station in the services network
- Web and CGI exploits against the public web server itself.
- SMTP vulnerability scans against the public mail server itself
- Denial of Service attacks against the screening router

tai
ns
f

Although the test results shown above do not include tedious, exhaustive output from all possible tests against all
possible hosts, the tools and techniques would be applicable to any element of the network.
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or
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For comprehensive internal testing, the ‘attacker’ would be placed between the router and Primary firewall for a
AF19 FA27
2F94 998D
FDB5
F8B5
06E4
A169
4E46
group ofKey
testsfingerprint
against the=Services
and Internal
networks,
andDE3D
additional
tests
would
be performed
with the
attacker in the ‘middlefield’ network, verifying the rule sets on both the Internal and External firewalls.
Additional tests would be performed from inside each of the private networks to verify access as authorized to
each of the other subnets in the GIAC network.
Finally, tests would be performed as a VPN client in each of the VPN groups to verify appropriate access to the
GIAC internal networks.
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20

00

-2

00

2,

1) The Findings
The results of the tests performed indicate that largely, the network is secure.
As with any assessment, it must be noted that indications of current security levels cannot serve as a
prediction of future security postures. Current threats, because they are known to reasonable degree,
cannot be used wholly as a basis for the prediction of and protection against future threats.
With this caveat in mind, this analyst found the following:
a. Strengths
The network perimeter was found to be quite secure, and provided good protection against a
variety of conventional and unconventional traffic types.
The multi-layered defense consisting of a comprehensive screening router Access Control
List, followed by a Primary firewall prevented a great number of anomalous data packets
through, while also significantly limiting entry points through which exploits could be
launched. The use of the current version of CheckPoint Firewall-1 provides suitable
protection against traffic types that were formerly not denied in previous versions of this
product.
The use of a combination of the VPN client group address assignments, firewall access
control based upon those addresses, and user authentication presents an acceptable means
of controlling access to the critical business systems subnetwork.
b. Vulnerabilities
- The tendency of the screening router to incompletely drop fragmented packets is of some
concern. Granted, this is a known behavior in Cisco IOS, and the firewall residing behind this
router provides an additional measure of protection against such traffic.
However, it is possible that the handling of large numbers of such fragments may require the
use of excessive processor cycles within the firewall, potentially resulting in a Denial or
Degradation of Service through that device.
- The lack of a multi-homed posture (an alternate gateway to the Internet) could also result in
a Denial of Service condition in the event of a link failure.
- The lack of redundancy with respect to the firewalls could also present a Denial of Service
condition in the event of a failure.
Key fingerprint
= AF19
FDB5
DE3D
F8B5
A169
- Based
upon FA27
the rule2F94
sets 998D
provided
to this
analyst,
the 06E4
inability
of the4E46
FW-ADMIN host to gain
access to internal sub-networks could present a problem. It is assumed that the owner of that
system has alternate systems that reside within one or more of those sub-networks, from
which to perform any administrative task required in them.
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tai
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- The current scheme for backups, logging, and Intrusion detection, whose data are
transported via secondary interfaces on those machines residing on the services networks, is
acceptable, despite the lack of documentation for them. It is to be assumed that these
servers do exist, and it is recommended that the network diagram and description be
updated to reflect this. Should one of those hosts be compromised, however, any data
residing on the backup server or main IDS-system storage device would be considered
suspect.
- The lack of time synchronization on network hosts and devices could present a problem
when correlating access logs, traffic logs, and other data.
c. Recommendations
In light of these findings, the following recommendations are made:
- Investigate alternate routing/switching devices that better handle fragmented
packets.
- Establish a multi-homed posture as soon as is practicable. This should use BGP-4
with strong authentication to peering networks to reduce the likelihood of malicious
Key fingerprint = AF19
2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
route FA27
manipulation.
- Create a load-balanced or simple redundant scheme for the Primary firewall, as a
minimum. Redundancy of both firewalls would be a better solution, but it is
understood that cost may be a factor in this instance.
- Establish a Network Time Protocol server to serve as a master time base for all hosts
and network devices. This should use one of the GPS or Atomic Clock-based
reference servers available on the Internet as its primary reference.
- Perform Full Daily backups on key servers and Intrusion detection devices residing
on the services network, and perform periodic checks on the integrity of these
backups to determine a suitable media rotation schedule.
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SECTION 4-VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT AND ATTACK UPON THE NETWORK DESIGN OF HEATHER
BARD < http://www.sans.org/y2k/practical/Heather_Bard_GCFW.doc >
In order to exercise a successful attack upon a network, a large amount of preparatory work must be
performed in order to determine where any vulnerabilities may lie.
The target network must be assessed using some simple ‘discovery’ techniques as follows:
1) Perform a simple ‘ping’ sweep to see if any hosts respond to ICMP echo request packets, thus
advertising their existence. If ICMP echo-requests are blocked at the site, then other techniques must
be used for initial scanning.
2) Perform a somewhat more subtle scan using TCP packets whose source port is 0 (Null) and whose
flag bits are set to ACK. These are sent to a common port or range of ports to determine if any hosts
are alive. If they are, they should respond with a RESET/ACK packet.
A number of tools exist to perform such scans, including nmap (www.insecure.org), netcat (by
Hobbit), a very impressive tool called hping2, which has the ability to craft packets in a variety of
ways.
3) Alternatively, if this results in limited or no success due to a firewall or packet filter, another means of
scanning beyond the packet filter is by using fragmented packets.
4) If a firewall or packet filter is suspected to be ‘in the way’, the type of firewall or filter can be
determined by sending packets to known control ports on the device. These ports, ironically, are
RARELY BLOCKED, and can give telltale clues about the device protecting the network. For
Keyexample:
fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
a. TCP Ports 1999, 2001, 4001, 6001, and 9001 are used by Cisco routers, and will respond in
some fashion.
b. TCP ports 256-258 are used by CheckPoint’s Firewall-1
c. Other devices listen on ports 1080, 1745, and UDP port 161 (SNMP)
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5) Once a few hosts have been discovered, additional discovery of operating system type and other
open ports can be determined with a good degree of reliability by using nmap or hping2.
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In the diagram below, which depicts the network design by Heather Bard from her GCFW practical of
November 21, 2000 < http://www.sans.org/y2k/practical/Heather_Bard_GCFW.doc>, a number of
theoretical attacks are to be performed. A good deal of research was performed to determine
vulnerabilities of the router and firewall. In the ‘real’ world, the discovery process described above would
have to be performed in order to determine the system types, and then vulnerability research would be
performed prior to an actual exploit.
168.34.107.42
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All subnet webserver are x.x.x.2 addresses
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Key fingerprint = AF19
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1) Attack on the Firewall
The objective in this instance is to either subvert or disable the site’s firewall and/or border router.
According to information found at www.securityfocus.com, the Raptor firewall used in this practical
may have following vulnerabilities due to known bugs in certain versions as shown by the following
postings to the BugTraq database:
a) It is possible to remotely lock Axent Raptor firewalls by sending them
packets with malformed IP options fields. According to an advisory
posted to bugtraq by the Purdue CERIAS labs, setting the SECURITY
and TIMESTAMP IP options length to 0 can cause an infinite loop to
occur 998D
within FDB5
the code
that handles
the options
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94
DE3D
F8B5 06E4
A169 (resulting
4E46 in the software
freezing). A consequence of this is a remote denial of service.
Axent has released a hotfix for this problem which is available at:
ftp://ftp.raptor.com/pub/patches/V6.0/hotfixes.post602/dom/DOS-attack/
The 6.02 upgrade is available at:
John A. McReynolds
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ftp://ftp.raptor.com/pub/patches/V6.0/6.02Patch/dom/
< http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/736 >
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b) Raptor Firewall is a product distributed and maintained by Axent
Technologies, Inc. Raptor is an Enterprise-level firewall, providing a
mixture of features and performance.

tai
ns
f

A problem in the software package could allow intruders access to
private web resources. By using the nearest interface of the firewall as a
proxy, it is possible to access a system connected to the other interface
of the firewall within TCP ports 79-99, and 200-65535. The firewall will
only permit connections to the other side on ports in this range,
excluding port 80, and using HTTP. This affects firewall rules that permit
HTTP traffic.

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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Therefore, it is possible for a malicious user to access internal web
assets, and potentially gain access to sensitive information. It is also
possible for an internal user to gain access to external web resources
through the firewall, providing the resources are not running on the
default port 80.

2,

Attacker configures browser to use IP address of Raptor firewall as
HTTP Proxy, then begins probing internal network.

00

The following workarounds are possible:

-2

1. Use httpd.noproxy in the affected rule.

00

2. Downgrade to version 6.0.2

20

Additionally, patches are available:

Axent hotfix SG6500-20000920-00 and SG6500-20001121-00
ftp://ftp.axent.com/pub/RaptorFirewall/Patches/6.50/Internal/httpint.zip
< http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/2517 >
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Axent Raptor 6.5:

SA

Because it is unknown which version of the Raptor firewall the victim site is using, attempts to exploit
these vulnerabilities would be attempted using the methods described above.

©

2) DDoS Attack
In this instance, the objective is to execute a Distributed Denial of Service attack via 50
xDSL/Broadband access connection sites. These are rapidly becoming the connection method of
choice for small businesses, home offices, and ‘recreational’ Internet access.
Not surprisingly, a very large number of these connections are unprotected, and can be easily used to
redirect data to one single site, thus potentially reducing its accessibility or blocking it altogether.
Some very simple techniques are:
Key fingerprint
= AF19
2F94
998D
FDB5 address
DE3D F8B5
4E46
3) Forging
ICMPFA27
packets
using
the source
of the 06E4
target A169
site and
sending them to many
unwitting relay sites, which will then send reply packets of some kind to the target network or
host. This is not a terribly effective means by itself, as the potential volume of packets send
from the relay hosts is low. A means of improving this is to increase the size of the ICMP
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packet sent, and running the attack from multiple processes to increase the volume of
packets to be relayed.
4) Again, forging packets for relay as above, but using the broadcast address of the relay hosts
to ‘amplify’ the response. The method here relies upon the attacker being able to find multiple
sites and perform an ICMP subnet mask request for each network, and then calculating the
broadcast address for that network. Subsequently, one packet sent to the broadcast address
should elicit responses from every host that is alive on the network. This assumes, of course,
that any intermediate routers or network devices allow such broadcast traffic. One by one,
however, candidate sites can be discovered by first:
i. Sending ICMP ‘address mask request’ (ICMP type 17/code 0) packets to a variety of
Cable and xDSL sites whose address blocks are known. Then listen for replies using
TCPDump to decode any replies to the netmask request.
ii. Calculate the possible broadcast addresses for those networks
iii. Sending ICMP or other packets to their broadcast addresses to determine which
ones will provide multiple responses. This attack is known as the ‘smurf’ attack, and
Key fingerprint = AF19
2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
A169Current
4E46 security practices
relies FA27
upon candidate
‘amplifiers’
in orderF8B5
to be06E4
successful.
are helping to reduce the incidence of such sites, however.
Once a determination has been made about which sites can be used as Smurf amplifiers,
begin the attack by sending packets whose source address has been forged to be that of the
victim network (i.e., Heather Bard’s). While this is underway, check to see if the site has been
affected by the hail of replies.
5) Another method of DDoS is to craft packets that exploit vulnerabilities in specific vendor’s
implementations of TCP/IP, such as by sending malformed packets or packets with flags or
options set that the host’s IP stack doesn’t know how to handle.
6) Ideally, a set of ‘zombies’ or Trojan servers such as those for Stacheldrat
(ftp://ftp.technotronic.com/denial/stachel.tgz ) would be sent, via ‘spam’ mail, to a large
number of unprotected candidate sites, who may unwittingly open the attachment and implant
the program onto their computer. Once this mail has been sent, scanning would begin to
determine which sites had become servers, and then the process of beginning the DDoS
attack would begin.
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3) Host attack
Due to the number of exploits to Sendmail, this has been chosen as a possible host exploit to gain initial entry into
the site. A quick telnet to port 25 of the mail server should elicit a reply with the version of mail daemon that is
running, and from there, exploitation could begin. Note that her architecture does not include POP-3 mail retrieval
from outside the network.
Once the version of SMTP server has been determined, a look through the FTP archives at
www.technotronic.com for appropriate exploits would be performed.

SA

a) If the daemon is Sendmail running on a UNIX server, then the version number would be used to select
an exploit from ftp://ftp.technotronic.com/unix/sendmail/ . A terribly convenient list of exploits is available
under the ‘misc’ subdirectory of that directory tree.

©

b) If the daemon is running on a Microsoft platform, the most likely exploit would be to perform a buffer
overflow attack in order to gain the ability to execute commands remotely.
Alternatively, a means of having the mail server send one of its own files back to the attacker would be
preferred.
A couple of objectives are considered here:
a) If possible, compromise the mail host by gaining a remote shell, and then use
that point of entry to leapfrog into the network, again using SMTP-based
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27
2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D
F8B5to06E4
A169
messages
that have
been
configured
appear
as if4E46
they were originating
from the mail server itself. If successful, attempt to include a Trojan
attachment to create a back door into a host on the internal network.
b) Attempt to gain copies of critical system files that could then be used to
prepare other exploits.
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If exploitation of the mail server cannot be performed, then attempts would be made to exploit the web server.
Again, determinations would be made about the version of web server that is running by connecting via telnet to
port 80, and seeing what version of web server is running.
Once determined, an appropriate exploit would be chosen, likely ‘directory traversal’ attempts to gain system file
information, or buffer overflow attempts to gain the ability to execute programs remotely.
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NOTE: This writer has no experience with attacks such as those described here, and knows only of their
existence through the various security alert newsletters such as those provided by CERT and SANS.
Therefore, it will be understood if scoring of this section is thus jeopardized.
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APPENDIX – 1 Checkpoint Firewall-1 Network Object Definitions
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The following network object definitions are included here to provide detail to the network design and
security policy enforcement rules described for the GIAC Enterprises Network. They are excerpts from the
actual “Inspect” code that is generated by Firewall on for each rule base.
The objects are divided here into two sections:
The Primary Firewall Objects
and
The Internal Firewall Objects

or
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Although the actual firewall rule base code contains Network Address Translation information for any
objects that have NAT definitions set, NAT details are only included for heading Internal Firewall Objects,
as it is on that firewall that the NAT rules are applied.
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Additionally,
each=set
of rule
base
code998D
refersFDB5
only toDE3D
those objects
that are
relevant
rules.
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The Primary Firewall Objects
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ADDR_net(giac-extern-fw-net-if0, xxx.yyy.zzz.0, 255.255.255.224)
ADDR_net(giac-extern-fw-net-if2, xxx.yyy.zzz.192, 255.255.255.224)
ADDR_net(giac-extern-fw-net-if3, xxx.yyy.zzz.224, 255.255.255.224)
ADDR_host(fw-admin, xxx.yyy.zzz.68)
ADDR_hostif(fw-admin-if1, xxx.yyy.zzz.69)
ADDR_hostif(fw-admin-if2, 10.128.0.38)
ADDR_network(giac-midfield-net, xxx.yyy.zzz.64, 255.255.255.192)
ADDR_network(extern-dmz, xxx.yyy.zzz.0, 255.255.255.224)
ADDR_net(giac-intern-fw-net-if0, 10.15.21.0, 255.255.255.0)
ADDR_net(giac-intern-fw-net-if1, xxx.yyy.zzz.64, 255.255.255.192)
ADDR_net(giac-intern-fw-net-if2, 10.15.20.0, 255.255.255.0)
ADDR_gateway(giac-extern-fw, xxx.yyy.zzz.5)
ADDR_hostif(giac-extern-fw-if1, xxx.yyy.zzz.67)
ADDR_hostif(giac-extern-fw-if2, xxx.yyy.zzz.197)
ADDR_hostif(giac-extern-fw-if3, xxx.yyy.zzz.227)
ADDR_gateway(giac-intern-fw, xxx.yyy.zzz.69)
ADDR_hostif(giac-intern-fw-if0, 10.15.21.3)
ADDR_hostif(giac-intern-fw-if2, 10.15.20.3)
ADDR_network(giac-backup-service-net, xxx.yyy.zzz.224, 255.255.255.224)
ADDR_network(giac-service-net, xxx.yyy.zzz.192, 255.255.255.224)
ADDR_host(giac-smtp-1, xxx.yyy.zzz.222)
ADDR_host(giac-smtp-2, xxx.yyy.zzz.232)
ADDR_host(giac-intern-smtp-1-nat, xxx.yyy.zzz.93)
ADDR_host(giac-intern-smtp-2-nat, xxx.yyy.zzz.94)
ADDR_host(giac-dns-1, xxx.yyy.zzz.199)
ADDR_host(giac-dns-2, xxx.yyy.zzz.229)
ADDR_host(giac-business-nat, xxx.yyy.zzz.65)
ADDR_host(giac-www-1, xxx.yyy.zzz.200)
ADDR_host(giac-www-2, xxx.yyy.zzz.230)
ADDR_switch(giac-extern-vpn, xxx.yyy.zzz.193)
Key
fingerprint = AF19xxx.yyy.zzz.66)
FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
ADDR_host(giac-user-nat,
ADDR_host(giac-business-web-nat, xxx.yyy.zzz.89)
ADDR_host(giac-business-web, 10.10.20.254)
ADDR_host(giac-fileserver-1, 10.15.16.199)
ADDR_host(giac-fileserver-2, 10.15.20.199)
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ADDR_host(giac-intern-dns-1, 10.15.16.250)
ADDR_host(giac-intern-dns-2, 10.15.20.250)
ADDR_host(giac-intern-smtp-1, 10.15.16.253)
ADDR_host(giac-intern-smtp-2, 10.15.20.253)
ADDR_host(giac-internal-bdc, 10.15.16.200)
ADDR_host(giac-internal-pdc, 10.15.20.200)
ADDR_network(giac-intern-private-1, 10.15.16.0, 255.255.255.0)
ADDR_network(giac-intern-private-2, 10.15.20.0, 255.255.254.0)
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ADDR_valid(giac-business-web, xxx.yyy.zzz.89)
ADDR_valid(giac-fileserver-1, xxx.yyy.zzz.86)
ADDR_valid(giac-fileserver-2, xxx.yyy.zzz.85)
Key
fingerprint = AF19 FA27
2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
ADDR_valid(giac-intern-dns-1,
xxx.yyy.zzz.90)
ADDR_valid(giac-intern-dns-2, xxx.yyy.zzz.91)
ADDR_valid(giac-intern-smtp-1, xxx.yyy.zzz.93)
ADDR_valid(giac-intern-smtp-2, xxx.yyy.zzz.94)
ADDR_valid(giac-internal-bdc, xxx.yyy.zzz.84)
ADDR_valid(giac-internal-pdc, xxx.yyy.zzz.83)
ADDR_valid(giac-intern-private-1, xxx.yyy.zzz.65)
ADDR_valid(giac-intern-private-2, xxx.yyy.zzz.66)
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The Internal Firewall Objects
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ADDR_net(giac-extern-fw-net-if0, xxx.yyy.zzz.0, 255.255.255.224)
ADDR_net(giac-extern-fw-net-if2, xxx.yyy.zzz.192, 255.255.255.224)
ADDR_net(giac-extern-fw-net-if3, xxx.yyy.zzz.224, 255.255.255.224)
ADDR_host(fw-admin, xxx.yyy.zzz.68)
ADDR_hostif(fw-admin-if1, xxx.yyy.zzz.69)
ADDR_hostif(fw-admin-if2, 10.128.0.38)
ADDR_network(giac-midfield-net, xxx.yyy.zzz.64, 255.255.255.192)
ADDR_network(extern-dmz, xxx.yyy.zzz.0, 255.255.255.224)
ADDR_net(giac-intern-fw-net-if0, 10.15.21.0, 255.255.255.0)
ADDR_net(giac-intern-fw-net-if1, xxx.yyy.zzz.64, 255.255.255.192)
ADDR_net(giac-intern-fw-net-if2, 10.15.20.0, 255.255.255.0)
ADDR_gateway(giac-intern-fw, xxx.yyy.zzz.69)
ADDR_hostif(giac-intern-fw-if0, 10.15.21.3)
ADDR_hostif(giac-intern-fw-if2, 10.15.20.3)
ADDR_gateway(giac-extern-fw, xxx.yyy.zzz.5)
ADDR_hostif(giac-extern-fw-if1, xxx.yyy.zzz.67)
ADDR_hostif(giac-extern-fw-if2, xxx.yyy.zzz.197)
ADDR_hostif(giac-extern-fw-if3, xxx.yyy.zzz.227)
ADDR_host(giac-intern-smtp-2, 10.15.20.253)
ADDR_host(giac-intern-smtp-1, 10.15.16.253)
ADDR_host(giac-smtp-1, xxx.yyy.zzz.222)
ADDR_host(giac-smtp-2, xxx.yyy.zzz.232)
ADDR_host(giac-intern-dns-1, 10.15.16.250)
ADDR_host(giac-intern-dns-2, 10.15.20.250)
ADDR_host(giac-dns-1, xxx.yyy.zzz.199)
Key
fingerprint = AF19
FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
ADDR_host(giac-dns-2,
xxx.yyy.zzz.229)
ADDR_switch(giac-business-vpn, xxx.yyy.zzz.120)
ADDR_hostif(giac-business-vpn-if1, xxx.yyy.zzz.121)
ADDR_hostif(giac-business-vpn-if2, xxx.yyy.zzz.122)
ADDR_hostif(giac-business-vpn-if3, xxx.yyy.zzz.123)
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ADDR_hostif(giac-business-vpn-if4, xxx.yyy.zzz.124)
ADDR_hostif(giac-business-vpn-if5, xxx.yyy.zzz.125)
ADDR_hostif(giac-business-vpn-if6, xxx.yyy.zzz.126)
ADDR_switch(giac-ent-partner-vpn, xxx.yyy.zzz.100)
ADDR_hostif(giac-ent-partner-vpn-if0, xxx.yyy.zzz.103)
ADDR_hostif(giac-ent-partner-vpn-if1, xxx.yyy.zzz.111)
ADDR_hostif(giac-ent-partner-vpn-if2, xxx.yyy.zzz.104)
ADDR_hostif(giac-ent-partner-vpn-if3, xxx.yyy.zzz.112)
ADDR_hostif(giac-ent-partner-vpn-if4, xxx.yyy.zzz.105)
ADDR_hostif(giac-ent-partner-vpn-if5, xxx.yyy.zzz.106)
ADDR_hostif(giac-ent-partner-vpn-if6, xxx.yyy.zzz.107)
ADDR_hostif(giac-ent-partner-vpn-if7, xxx.yyy.zzz.108)
ADDR_hostif(giac-ent-partner-vpn-if8, xxx.yyy.zzz.109)
ADDR_hostif(giac-ent-partner-vpn-if10, xxx.yyy.zzz.101)
ADDR_hostif(giac-ent-partner-vpn-if11, xxx.yyy.zzz.102)
Key
fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94xxx.yyy.zzz.110)
998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
ADDR_hostif(giac-ent-partner-vpn-if12,
ADDR_switch(giac-general-vpn, xxx.yyy.zzz.70)
ADDR_hostif(giac-general-vpn-if0, xxx.yyy.zzz.79)
ADDR_hostif(giac-general-vpn-if2, xxx.yyy.zzz.71)
ADDR_hostif(giac-general-vpn-if3, xxx.yyy.zzz.72)
ADDR_hostif(giac-general-vpn-if4, xxx.yyy.zzz.80)
ADDR_hostif(giac-general-vpn-if5, xxx.yyy.zzz.73)
ADDR_hostif(giac-general-vpn-if6, xxx.yyy.zzz.81)
ADDR_hostif(giac-general-vpn-if7, xxx.yyy.zzz.74)
ADDR_hostif(giac-general-vpn-if8, xxx.yyy.zzz.82)
ADDR_hostif(giac-general-vpn-if9, xxx.yyy.zzz.75)
ADDR_hostif(giac-general-vpn-if11, xxx.yyy.zzz.77)
ADDR_hostif(giac-general-vpn-if12, xxx.yyy.zzz.78)
ADDR_network(giac-intern-private-1, 10.15.16.0, 255.255.255.0)
ADDR_network(giac-intern-private-2, 10.15.20.0, 255.255.254.0)
ADDR_host(giac-www-1, xxx.yyy.zzz.200)
ADDR_host(giac-www-2, xxx.yyy.zzz.230)
ADDR_network(giac-backup-service-net, xxx.yyy.zzz.224, 255.255.255.224)
ADDR_network(giac-service-net, xxx.yyy.zzz.192, 255.255.255.224)
ADDR_network(giac-intern-product, 10.10.20.0, 255.255.255.0)
ADDR_host(giac-business-web, 10.10.20.254)
ADDR_host(giac-fileserver-1, 10.15.16.199)
ADDR_host(giac-internal-bdc, 10.15.16.200)
ADDR_host(giac-fileserver-2, 10.15.20.199)
ADDR_host(giac-internal-pdc, 10.15.20.200)

©

ADDR_valid(giac-business-web, xxx.yyy.zzz.89)
ADDR_valid(giac-fileserver-1, xxx.yyy.zzz.86)
ADDR_valid(giac-fileserver-2, xxx.yyy.zzz.85)
ADDR_valid(giac-intern-dns-1, xxx.yyy.zzz.90)
ADDR_valid(giac-intern-dns-2, xxx.yyy.zzz.91)
ADDR_valid(giac-intern-smtp-1, xxx.yyy.zzz.93)
ADDR_valid(giac-intern-smtp-2, xxx.yyy.zzz.94)
Key
fingerprint = AF19 FA27
2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
ADDR_valid(giac-internal-bdc,
xxx.yyy.zzz.84)
ADDR_valid(giac-internal-pdc, xxx.yyy.zzz.83)
ADDR_valid(giac-intern-private-1, xxx.yyy.zzz.65)
ADDR_valid(giac-intern-private-2, xxx.yyy.zzz.66)
target_list30 = targets { giac-intern-fw };
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// Address Translation Code
table_target_list30 = {
<TABLE_INDEX(1,1),
FWXT_SRC_STATIC, RANGE_MACHINE(giac-business-web), VALID_ADDR(giac-business-web), 0,
FWXT_EOX>,
<TABLE_INDEX(2,1),
FWXT_DST_STATIC, VALID_ADDR_RANGE_MACHINE(giac-business-web), giac-business-web, 0,
FWXT_EOX>,
<TABLE_INDEX(3,1),
FWXT_SRC_STATIC, RANGE_MACHINE(giac-fileserver-1), VALID_ADDR(giac-fileserver-1), 0,
FWXT_EOX>,
<TABLE_INDEX(4,1),
FWXT_DST_STATIC, VALID_ADDR_RANGE_MACHINE(giac-fileserver-1), giac-fileserver-1, 0,
Key
fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
FWXT_EOX>,
<TABLE_INDEX(5,1),
FWXT_SRC_STATIC, RANGE_MACHINE(giac-fileserver-2), VALID_ADDR(giac-fileserver-2), 0,
FWXT_EOX>,
<TABLE_INDEX(6,1),
FWXT_DST_STATIC, VALID_ADDR_RANGE_MACHINE(giac-fileserver-2), giac-fileserver-2, 0,
FWXT_EOX>,
<TABLE_INDEX(7,1),
FWXT_SRC_STATIC, RANGE_MACHINE(giac-intern-dns-1), VALID_ADDR(giac-intern-dns-1), 0,
FWXT_EOX>,
<TABLE_INDEX(8,1),
FWXT_DST_STATIC, VALID_ADDR_RANGE_MACHINE(giac-intern-dns-1), giac-intern-dns-1, 0,
FWXT_EOX>,
<TABLE_INDEX(9,1),
FWXT_SRC_STATIC, RANGE_MACHINE(giac-intern-dns-2), VALID_ADDR(giac-intern-dns-2), 0,
FWXT_EOX>,
<TABLE_INDEX(10,1),
FWXT_DST_STATIC, VALID_ADDR_RANGE_MACHINE(giac-intern-dns-2), giac-intern-dns-2, 0,
FWXT_EOX>,
<TABLE_INDEX(11,1),
FWXT_SRC_STATIC, RANGE_MACHINE(giac-intern-smtp-1), VALID_ADDR(giac-intern-smtp-1), 0,
FWXT_EOX>,
<TABLE_INDEX(12,1),
FWXT_DST_STATIC, VALID_ADDR_RANGE_MACHINE(giac-intern-smtp-1), giac-intern-smtp-1, 0,
FWXT_EOX>,
<TABLE_INDEX(13,1),
FWXT_SRC_STATIC, RANGE_MACHINE(giac-intern-smtp-2), VALID_ADDR(giac-intern-smtp-2), 0,
FWXT_EOX>,
<TABLE_INDEX(14,1),
FWXT_DST_STATIC, VALID_ADDR_RANGE_MACHINE(giac-intern-smtp-2), giac-intern-smtp-2, 0,
FWXT_EOX>,
<TABLE_INDEX(15,1),
FWXT_SRC_STATIC, RANGE_MACHINE(giac-internal-bdc), VALID_ADDR(giac-internal-bdc), 0,
FWXT_EOX>,
<TABLE_INDEX(16,1),
FWXT_DST_STATIC, VALID_ADDR_RANGE_MACHINE(giac-internal-bdc), giac-internal-bdc, 0,
Key
fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
FWXT_EOX>,
<TABLE_INDEX(17,1),
FWXT_SRC_STATIC, RANGE_MACHINE(giac-internal-pdc), VALID_ADDR(giac-internal-pdc), 0,
FWXT_EOX>,
<TABLE_INDEX(18,1),
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FWXT_DST_STATIC, VALID_ADDR_RANGE_MACHINE(giac-internal-pdc), giac-internal-pdc, 0,
FWXT_EOX>,
<TABLE_INDEX(19,1),
FWXT_SRC_STATIC, RANGE_NETWORK(giac-intern-private-1), giac-intern-private-1, 0,
FWXT_DST_STATIC, RANGE_NETWORK(giac-intern-private-1), giac-intern-private-1, 0,
FWXT_EOX>,
<TABLE_INDEX(20,1),
FWXT_HIDE, RANGE_NETWORK(giac-intern-private-1), VALID_ADDR(giac-intern-private-1), 0,
FWXT_EOX>,
<TABLE_INDEX(21,1),
FWXT_SRC_STATIC, RANGE_NETWORK(giac-intern-private-2), giac-intern-private-2, 0,
FWXT_DST_STATIC, RANGE_NETWORK(giac-intern-private-2), giac-intern-private-2, 0,
FWXT_EOX>,
<TABLE_INDEX(22,1),
FWXT_HIDE, RANGE_NETWORK(giac-intern-private-2), VALID_ADDR(giac-intern-private-2), 0,
Key
fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
FWXT_EOX>
};
<> all@target_list30
set r_xlate table_target_list30;
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set r_xlate_pool 0;
service_list16 = { <80, 80>, <443, 443> };
service_list21 = { <259, 259>, <900, 900> };
ip_list1 = { <10.128.0.38, 10.128.0.38>, <xxx.yyy.zzz.64, xxx.yyy.zzz.127>, <xxx.yyy.zzz.192, xxx.yyy.zzz.255>
};
ip_list2 = { <xxx.yyy.zzz.1, xxx.yyy.zzz.30> };
ip_list3 = { <10.128.0.38, 10.128.0.38>, <xxx.yyy.zzz.65, xxx.yyy.zzz.126> };
ip_list4 = { <xxx.yyy.zzz.192, xxx.yyy.zzz.223> };
ip_list5 = { <xxx.yyy.zzz.224, xxx.yyy.zzz.255> };
ip_list6 = { <10.15.21.0, 10.15.21.255> };
ip_list7 = { <xxx.yyy.zzz.64, xxx.yyy.zzz.127> };
ip_list8 = { <10.15.20.0, 10.15.20.255> };
ip_list9 = { <10.128.0.38, 10.128.0.38>, <xxx.yyy.zzz.68, xxx.yyy.zzz.69> };
ip_list10 = { <10.15.20.3, 10.15.20.3>, <10.15.21.3, 10.15.21.3>, <xxx.yyy.zzz.69, xxx.yyy.zzz.69> };
ip_list11 = { <10.15.20.3, 10.15.20.3>, <10.15.21.3, 10.15.21.3>, <xxx.yyy.zzz.5, xxx.yyy.zzz.5>, <xxx.yyy.zzz.67,
xxx.yyy.zzz.67>, <xxx.yyy.zzz.69, xxx.yyy.zzz.69>, <xxx.yyy.zzz.197, xxx.yyy.zzz.197>, <xxx.yyy.zzz.227,
xxx.yyy.zzz.227> };
ip_list12 = { <10.15.16.253, 10.15.16.253>, <10.15.20.253, 10.15.20.253> };
ip_list13 = { <xxx.yyy.zzz.222, xxx.yyy.zzz.222>, <xxx.yyy.zzz.232, xxx.yyy.zzz.232> };
ip_list14 = { <10.15.16.250, 10.15.16.250>, <10.15.20.250, 10.15.20.250> };
ip_list15 = { <xxx.yyy.zzz.199, xxx.yyy.zzz.199>, <xxx.yyy.zzz.229, xxx.yyy.zzz.229> };
ip_list17 = { <10.15.16.0, 10.15.16.255>, <10.15.20.0, 10.15.21.255>, <xxx.yyy.zzz.70, xxx.yyy.zzz.75>,
<xxx.yyy.zzz.77, xxx.yyy.zzz.82>, <xxx.yyy.zzz.100, xxx.yyy.zzz.112>, <xxx.yyy.zzz.120, xxx.yyy.zzz.126> };
ip_list18 = { <xxx.yyy.zzz.200, xxx.yyy.zzz.200>, <xxx.yyy.zzz.230, xxx.yyy.zzz.230> };
ip_list19 = { <10.15.16.0, 10.15.16.255> };
ip_list20 = { <xxx.yyy.zzz.192, xxx.yyy.zzz.255> };
ip_list22 = { <10.10.20.1, 10.10.20.254> };
ip_list23 = { <10.10.20.254, 10.10.20.254>, <xxx.yyy.zzz.89, xxx.yyy.zzz.89> };
ip_list24 = { <10.10.20.0, 10.10.20.255> };
ip_list25 = { <10.15.16.0, 10.15.16.255>, <10.15.20.0, 10.15.21.255> };
Key
fingerprint
= AF19 FA27
2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
ip_list26
= { <xxx.yyy.zzz.120,
xxx.yyy.zzz.126>
};
ip_list27 = { <10.15.16.199, 10.15.16.200>, <10.15.16.250, 10.15.16.250>, <10.15.16.253, 10.15.16.253>,
<10.15.20.199, 10.15.20.200>, <10.15.20.250, 10.15.20.250>, <10.15.20.253, 10.15.20.253>, <xxx.yyy.zzz.83,
xxx.yyy.zzz.86>, <xxx.yyy.zzz.90, xxx.yyy.zzz.91>, <xxx.yyy.zzz.93, xxx.yyy.zzz.94> };
ip_list28 = { <xxx.yyy.zzz.70, xxx.yyy.zzz.75>, <xxx.yyy.zzz.77, xxx.yyy.zzz.82> };
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ip_list29 = { <10.15.20.199, 10.15.20.200>, <10.15.20.250, 10.15.20.250>, <10.15.20.253, 10.15.20.253>,
<xxx.yyy.zzz.83, xxx.yyy.zzz.83>, <xxx.yyy.zzz.85, xxx.yyy.zzz.85>, <xxx.yyy.zzz.91, xxx.yyy.zzz.91>,
<xxx.yyy.zzz.94, xxx.yyy.zzz.94> };
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